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April Foo 1'5 
Day! 
Vol. XLIX No. 17 
From the people who 
brought you reorg: 
~fJt €ommtnt 
Bridgewater State College 
. Here- They Are! 
from 
the Comment ~ 
staJf 
'. April 1, 1976 
... and now, a superboard! 
On March 7th during our spring 
vacation some students at . the 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst organized a conference 
on Reorganization of Public 
Higher Education. Governor 
Dukakis, Senate President 
Harrington, and Secretary of 
Education Paul Parks were in-
vited to speak and attend 
workshops. The governor had to 
cancel but ,both Parks and 
Harrington showed up. 
Harrington told the audience that 
he had no plans for reorganization 
of Public Higher Education. 
When he was asked to clarify 
what he had said he responded 
that he only had an 'idea' but no 
plans. Since the end of Decem-
ber, 1975 a Bill number has been 
o file with the State Legislature 
under which there are two lines 
which basicly read .. Public 
Higher Education is hereby 
reorganized." This can act as a 
vehicle by which Harrington is 
able to submit a full, com-
pJ;c}lellsi;V;\""' " ,I>lan~. for 
rf.~t:Ii~nii~HAn· ·t~.li· i~ !lilly ~» 
hlca? HORSEFEATHERS!! Mr. 
Harrington was asked why so 
much of the money used for state 
scholarships goes to students 
who attend private colleges. Mr. 
Harrington responded that a 
student is given the scholarship 
and the student is free to use that 
money at any institution of 
higher learning-public or private 
-that he wants to. Again. 
HORSEFEATHERS!! Ac-
, cording to the Willis Harrington 
Act Uhats right folks- the same 
Harrington) a maximum of not 
more than 25% of all state 
scholarships can be awarded to 
students who attend public 
colleges and universities. By 
law- Harringtons Law- not less 
than 75% of all state scholar-
ships must be awarded to 
students of private colleges and 
universities. It sounds as if the 
senator has forgotten his own 
legislation! ! 
Everyone involved in the 
present crisis of reorganiza tion 
was led to believe that Mr. 
Harringtons 'idea' for 
, reorganization would be put into 
print in the form of a bill and be 
published yesterday-
Wednesday. This bill (idea) is 
scheduled for its first public 
hearing on April 7th, next 
Wednesday, at the State House. 
Unfortunately this bill was not 
put into print and it is unknown 
when it will appear. There is 
less than one week!! 
It is quite obvious that 
Harrington either has no firm 
plans or he is waiting to push the 
bill through the Legislature at the 
last minute. One almost definate 
part of his reorganization 
proposal will be the formation of 
one big overseeing board to 
guide all. sections of public 
Higher Education. HEY 
GANG!! PAY ATTENTION TO 
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT 
WEDNESDAY. YOU COULD 
END UP PAYING $1000.00 FOR 
TUITION. And thats no April 
Fools Joke. 
L-____________________________ ___ 
Li sa l~l.it1ron 




L 0' ee. r oj icow 
", L~r'rve bvrsl,j 
~C<.l$UR'r· 
c.- .. -.. ····-----:;J 
Executive Board for 1976--77 
(Ed. Note: Profiles of all Executive B~ard 
memhers on page 5.) 
Open letter regarding health insurance 
for Bse students 
Getting sick in today's society is something that your 
everyday student just cannot afford. The cost of medicine, 
doctor fees, hospital cost and all related. expenses lrave 
skyrocked to a point where if the. average person has to be' 
hospitalized, he will be paying for monthes, if not years. 
One way around this is community health facilities and 
another is insurance. , 
The college student can be hit harder by health cost, than 
their parents because many of them feel they will never get 
sick or have an accident. The truth is that college students can 
get just as sick as anyone else and are more lik!y to have 
accidents. None of us need to look any further than our friends 
to see how true this is. 
By now you might be wondering why I am writing this article in 
this manner. My reason is simply I want to emphasis the need 
for every person to be covered by some form of health in-
surance. 
The real problem is what do we do. What we will be forced to 
do if we do not come up with additional funds is a cut back in 
service. Services we would problably lose are as follows: A 
drastic reduction in nurse coverage, lab facilities, the doctor 
hours would be cut back, medicine would almost be eliminated 
and gynechology service will be cance led. 
What can be done to stop these cuts? The answer is not 
pleasant, the decision is a financial one that we do have dif-
ferent opinions on. The first is a waiver insurance program. 
The waiver program would reouire a student to have some 
form of insurance. This policy would be their own or their 
parents'. The second way is a voluntary progrEJm wher a student 
buying it if-he wants. In the beginning of my_ article_. I stated 
that tbere was away to reduce health cost community service. 
and insurance. Both of the above ootions bring the insurance 
(continued to page 6.) 
Last week the Comment front page carried an article entitled t---~--r-----"'----------:--------, 
"Health Fee to Swell" by Kathy Bennett. In the article Kathy Liberal Carreer -Ed. pg. 3 
explains the problem that we face on this campus concerning IT'. 1 
our health service. Kathy then went on to explain some -'-- rave in .America pg. 3 
possible solutions that have been worked by the Health Service Spring in Washington pg. 7 
Committee and the Student Government. I would suggest that -
if you missed that issue you go by the comment office and pick WBIM pull-out pgs. 8 & 9 
one up. Kathy did a very good job explaiing the situation and T/! . • '. TV!: lr~' 11 
. the insul'anceprogramthat will be brought to the students for, I a:a y Trglnla w 0 J rev lew . pg. 
hope, their approval. LiLlI Afro-Am Talent ShouJ'pg. 13 
I would like to re~cover some of the-basic facts about our SGA p',U. 5 
problem and what possible alternatives are. ..... o' 
If you have been reading any paper 011 listen-to the newsy-ou . CI.:I 
now know the state is in a financial stright-jacket at present. . s:I 
The canc.elation of our boarding house account from the state 
budget, which basicly provided for service to dorm students in • ... 
the' states with dorms, also paid for nurses. Dr. ZaIon, our 
campus physition who was on the state payroI.l has now retired; 
we still have a freez on hiring, so no state funds. A third 
problem the building authority which was paying for two 
nurses now has changed its rules and pays for none. What 1 
have just outlined is over forty-thousand dollars that we may 
not get. 
. BSC Swimmer pg. IS -:-' 
. Baseball Pre-seasonpg. 16 
MAA/JJ7RA'News pg.16 
Contests: 
Spring is ... pg.-4 






The Library: . 
d. 
A ,Studious 'Retreat"or :SQCiarCitcle?' 
r am becoming increasingly more agitated at the conditions for 
studying( or pursuing any train of thought for that matter) Wh'ich 
currently exists in our college library. 
Earlier this year I had the experience of attempting to read a book 
which was on reserve in the library (meaning the book cannot be taken 
from the library so consequently must be read in the library-) I 
reread one line four times and still could not comprehend its message. 
Beside me were two girls giggling and talking aoout a date they had a 
week ago. While on their tables remained tneir books unopened. Across 
the room was a boy shouting feverishly at the Video tape T.V. set. He 
was watcl~!f a hockey f?p.lme. . All around me there was, in addtion 
to these detractions, ageneral hum of chatter. In despair (being not all 
up to the awesome taJt of pleading with ALL the offenders for some 
quiet) I, who had c~D].e to the libra.ry with the explicit. purpose. of 
studying, surrendered to the noisy throng and left. there with my reading 
assignment incomplete. . , . . . 
Today I had a similiar experience. ~hile attempting to prepare for a 
'music lit. test, I visited the Dial access. I had no sononer 
donned my headphones and chosen the tapes I wished to listen to, when 
about half a dozen people and lunch bags descneded upon me. The Video 
tape t.v. set on all sides of me were quickly occupied and chairs were 
. pulled up to accomodate the overflow of bodies that gathered to eat 
lunch and tune in game shows. -~- 'Beethoyon's fifth symphony was 
punctuated, for me with the sounds of unraveling paper and the crun-
ching of pota~o crups. SelectionS froIJ? Chopiri'spiano piec,e~ vied with 
the sound of- Monty Hall's . v9i~e for' my attention. '. My atfe~pts· ~t 
listening seriously to any music 'were hopeless. '.. . 
What can be done about this blatent disreguard for quiet which eXfis~ 
in the library? One can only ask so many people so many times to 
please respect his/her need for quiet studious pursuits. There must be , I 
feel., a concentrated effort on the part of Both Stud:ents and ; 
library personell to preserve the ffew possibilitesies for quiet which stq.ll 
exists in our library. 
Granted it is difficult especially now that the large portion of library 
space has been converted to classrooms, to maintain an atomosp-
mosphere that is conducive to iJldividual'~oncentration. But it is not 
impossible, I feel, to be sensitive to the needs'of those of us who would like 
to use the library as a studious retreat not as a social circle .. 
MCB 
... 11 





. <>pen .Leuer· to' BSC: '~Stutlents 
,. From . the .. Elev.enth 
Congressional District-
As . you all. know- this. is a 
Congressional election year. I 
majority opinion of your con-
stituents. 
Any considera tion of my 
candidacy by you the people, the 
ultimate repository of power 
under our Constitution, is much 
appreciated. Any suggestions-or 
ideas that you might have are not 
only welcome, but eagerly sought 
after by me. If at any time you 
have '.:!a q6:~¢Hon,s'uggestiorl~ <'or 
-Idea please feet mofihhair(tee to 
contact me, r .'....: ,.f' ",;. '.; 
Sincerely, 
Chuck Winn 
-101 Trowbridge Circle 
Stoughton, Mass. 02072 
Candidate for Congress 
nth Dist., Mass. 
P .S. Regardless of who you 
. support~ YO.te;there ' ~smuch 
. wisdomjn J;lJ.eA>ld _sq:ying,.; ::vote 
: :~niiP::t~;::.chpIce; ,is: YPur-s.~ ~: D.on't 
,~ot~ a~)~ech~\~e, is!h~ir;s.:,~ 
Judging from the obvious signs around us, spring is finally here. It is a have decided to run for Congress, 
because I believe, as Thomas 
time of anticipation, a time when we eagerly await the greeting.of balmy Jefferson once said, "the 
'ltbt (:ommtnt 
breezes. the trees to be laced in green and boxes stacked to store oUr government that governs least, 
winter clothes. The milder climate is the impetus for activity. Suddenly governs best." I feel that too 
as if stricken by locusts, the campus becomes a lively haven of sun- many times in the past candidates 
bathing, guitar strumming and tennis playing students. The meetiDg have run for office for the sole 
places in the Student Union are abandoned for frisbees, bicycles or purpose of self glorification and 
outdoor study. The spirit of everyone during springtime is a happy one. personal aggran dizement. Once 
as smiles of merriment make even a leisurely stroll all the nicer. elected many federal officials 
We appreciate how pleasant spring can be. After the newness of lose contact with the people, and 
winter loses its appeal, the expectation of Thoreau and Dickenson's make arbitrary and capricious 
spring is anxious. The Flower Show attracts thousands and news of the decisions that affect all of us as 
Red Sox in Winter Haven is devoured by avid fans. The stark contrast of Americans. Looking at our 
purple crocuses and yellow daffodils against the grey earth is a welcome . country's history,· we can all see 
sig'lt. that the American people have 
As the new season engulfed the campus, we look for more evidence of made our country great and not 
its arrival. We cannot help but notice however, the patchy remains of just our elected officials. 
once green grass. The constant trampling of students enroute to classes' As a Congressman, I intend to 
has spoiled the greenery around the buildings. Most obvious is the. show my faith in the good 
"mudway" to Boyden. The school's main fixture overlooks space barren judgement of the people to the 
of grass. Yet without thinking, students and faculty have successfully rid fullest extent possible, when 
the area of any possible green. Prohibitive rope now outlines the walk- making a decision on how I will 
way, courtesy of the Phi Pi Delta fraternity. Does it take a ball of string vote on ~ills, in Congressional Committees and on the floor of 
to wake up sleepy people'? Congress. If elected I will seek 
Soon, the spaces will be'reseeded and fertilized and we.may have our Committee assignments on the 
lawns back towards the end of April. No one can dispute the finishing House Armed Services and 
touch or well maintained grounds. It adds character to BSe. However, Foreign Relations Committees. 
we may be adding a "finishing touch" if we do not take but a moment to As a former Army officer, I know 
think where we lead ourselves. How about the sidewalk next time? . the workings of the defense dept.. 
ReT 
Drop a Line 
Ho Dunne, a senior student who was seriously brurned in a car ac-
cident, which took the lifeof another BSe senior on February 22nd, is out 
of intensive care, but is still in the hospital and will remain there for some 
months to come. Because of his condition, visitors are still limited to 
family only. but. Boneeds and would like to receive (rom his friends and 
fenow students at Bridgewater the support that your cards nd letters 
can bring. 
Bo's nddress Is: 
SJ~ 
Robert Dunne 
University Hospital. Building F 
Room 215 
East Newton, MA 
and will not tolerate the economy 
of our state being crippled again, 
as it was two years ago, by any 
more base closings. As a 
Congressman, I will closely 
scrutinize all foreign aid and 
I n tell igen ce community 
legislation, to insure that 
mistakes of the past in the area of 
foreign policy are not repeated, 
We need a CIA, but as your 
Congressman, I can assure you 
that no abuses of that Agency will 
ever happen again. 
If elected to Congress, I intend 
to be your Representative in 
Washington, looking ut for your 
interests. It is my belief that the 
only way to be a good I 
Congressman is to know the 
people in your district, and to 
vote in Congress according to the 
(esta~Hshed 19'27) 
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WE C.OMMENT is a student sUPPQrted and operated 
newspaper serving the academic community of Bridge-
water State College. Publications are weekly September 
through May with the following exceptions: Thanks-
giving, Christmas and Spring vacations. and all w~eks 
. with 3-day weekends tbroughout the school year .. Editorial 
polley is determined by the Editor-1n...chief in consul-
tation with the Editorial Board. Letters to the Editor ~e 
encouraged but should be limited to 250 words or less. 
AIl letters. claSSified' advertisements and other written 
submitted material MUST BE SIGNED.. but names w111 
be withheld Upon request. AU Submitted material is sub-
ject to condensation. Republication of all material 
printed herein Is forbidden without the expressed writ-
ten permission of the Editor-in-Chief. Advertising 
rates aill be available Uopn request. All correspoddence 
should be addressed to: THE COMMENT, Bridgewater 
State College, Bridgewater, M<\ 0232-4; tel. 697-8321 
ext. 260 or 304, 
::----~----:..----~-~ 
love or war 
Liberal or Career 
Education 
by Rosann Mleoni 
On Thursday, March 4, 1976, 
Bridgewater State College played 
host to the 
Forum on Liberal Education. The 
Forum is a system wide group of 
faculty and administrators who 
are deeply concerned with the 
future of liberal education. 
Today's symposium on !CLove' 
'or War ·~Liberal or Career 
Education" consisted of a table 
of panelists presenting the case 
for liberal education, career 
education and a mixture of both. 
The purposes of the symposium 
were to air viewpoints, state 
problems.and raise questions. A 
major state wide symposium in 
late April will attempt to offer 
answers and solutions. 
Dr. Milton Boyle of 
Bridgewater State acted as 
moderator, opening the forum 
with a short introduction of the 
panelists and their educational 
backgrounds. 
-Dr. Edward Meagher of Salem 
State read the case for liberal 
education. The following 
statement of objectives was set' 
forth: 
A liberal education would 
liberate the mind; Il1ake more 
thoughtful students through a 
study of the arts, literature, etc.; 
and improve one's intellectual 
and mental well being. The 
purpose of such a system, then, 
would result in the development 
of well-rounded students, Dr. 
Meagher challenged the nature of 
career education as merely an 
attem~t at solving societis needs 
by preparing:students for specific 
work in such fieldsas:buSiriess 
"skills and'tlUrsing.: He didi not feel 
that"' the' state 'colleges should 
~ecome involved in these areas. 
A professor from Boston State 
presented the case ~ for career 
education. In order to meet the 
needs of the future, the state 
colleges, as public. supported 
institutions, must become in-
volved . in career educa ton. 
Students will be provided with an 
understandng of man, his 
rela tionship to society and a 
specific' !;kill. Professional 
competing and development of a 
high hi,81Se of self esteem were 
stressed as the products of 
this. educational system. 
Dr. Howard Hirt of 
Framingham State presented the 
case for both views. Based on his 
own educational experiences in 
both liberal arts and career 
oriented institutions.' He sup-
ported a combination of two. 
Such flexibility would ac-
comodate the purely intellectual 
student and the career oriented 
one .. The combination would also 
enable the student to develop a 
high self esteem sense, an ap-
preciation for music and art and 
the profssional cpacity that will 
enable him to become a 
productive. mmber of society .. 
There' existed a general con- - . 
sensus among the panelists that 
the state college had an obligation 
to prepare'students for tje world 
tomorrow. 
A question -answer period 
followed the presentation, 
B:o th .(ac'ult y: and) 
students opinions were expressed_ 
at this time. The symposium had 
been filmed and recorded with the 
intention of including key issues . 
in the final edited version to be 
presented April 29 at Fitchburg 
State. This final symposium will 
. ,dea~ ",ith t;he topicof.'~Liberaland 
Career, Education· for Changing 
Patterns of Work and Leisure." 
The solutions formulated will be 
sent to the trustees of the state 
colleges. 
On April 26t~ at 11 :00 am the 
Bridgewater State College 
Sociology Cluh presents 
Sister Marie Augusta Neal 
Chairpers()D of the Department of 
Sociology at ,~inman:uel' 
College in Boston 
Sister Nears topic will be 
"The US and the 3rd world." 
The lecture will be held in 
conference room 2Q6. All are, invited 
How i,t is with 
Alcoholism and the 
Alcoholic 
At 5 P.M. on a Friday night in 
Boston a wife and child were 
awaiting the arrival from work of 
the man in the family. At the 
same time Jim who was keeping 
the family waiting, arrived at a 
package store where he pur-
chased a JdW bottles of wine with 
the money from his recently 
cashed pay- check. At 22 years-
old Jim proceeded to get drunk as 
usual. This next day he was 
in Canada. He was to stay there 
for a year and upon hi' 
find out that his wife had divorced 
him. He had not seen his young 
family in all that time. 
Alcohol brought Jim alot of 
places. It brought him as a young 
teenager to a Boston street 
corner where with it he figured 
the rest of the guys would accept 
him. It ushered him to the dance 
halls, and edged him into the 
fights. It accom- panied him to 
. the police station and the over-
. ~nights stays. It stood in the 
continued next column 
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'shadows when he lost his family. -from these intrigues because I years:. ninvlihadme arid I did not 
a~d, even more, his self-respect. knew I couldn't afford them, and I even· know. . The inevitable . 
the time Jim reached the knew in may cases I was being' (collapse in .this· stage· of 
a-ddiction center at the· taken. .. inyalcoholism came in stages. 
Bridgewa ter Correctional In- It turned out that I was I was given the choice at home 
stitution he and alcohol were spending more money in the bar either to go to a pSychiatrist or 
inseparable. He was 2:l by then. where I worked than what r leave. I went to one in 
It is here that he came to the earned there. Thiis was, Providence, and he informed. me 
realization that UHe had reached only one of many of the places that I was to stop drinking and 
the bottolp. with alcohol". The ~here I drank. For two very have my fee for him every 
decision was made to do c.ijfferent reasons I left those jobs. week. Indignant I never retur-
something about it. One luncer hourat the factory 1 ned. Not too long after that I 
Jim has told his story many went out to drink. This was rare began to see a psychiatrist under 
times at the ar~~, AA meetings. for me because from past ex- a state .. program. .' After my 
His. two and one-half years of perience I knew that I couId not be thind ,Visit he committed suicide .. 
sobriety have taught him that' back on time if at all. Upon His replace ment offered me 
there is a better way to live. He returning- late, I informed the fifteen minutes of consultation 
realizes that at this age he is a superintendent that if lie did' not monthly. _ I again' never; 
very. fortunate .ma~ to have good. r~hire a friend of mine he had just returned. These were bitter and 
sobriety. He knows that he fIred I would quit. He would not. I frustrating times for me. 
coulci not have lost much more' quit on the spot. The bartenders Eventually I was asked to leave 
v.:hil.e drinking, except maybe job was just temporary and upon home again. 
hIS life, and that he almost did on the return of the regular man I Inevitably my engagement 
several occasions. was discharged.· was shatter~ Although my 
. Since being in AA I have made Once again in a pancic for work drinking was a ma jor part of 
Jll!l'S .acquaintance. During our I obtained a job in another it, it was not the only reason. The 
. drmkmg years our cir- town, and although it was hectic I point is that it just might have 
cumstances were quite different, managed to stay there five been saved if I was not drin Jl ing . 
but the end result, use of alcohol, years. I know now that it was only Following this I really started 
was the sa~e. It meant. trouble. due to the leniency of my em- drinking very heavily, full of 
Alcohol did to.us wh.at It does to, ployer, and in my willingness to anger and hate. Ina few short 
eve~y alcohohc WIthout ex- overwork myself to remain in his ; months I'had lost my job, and left 
ceptlOn. It ~ade us powerless favor. While on this job! had . school. 
over the ch~Dllcal alcohol and it high hopes for a good future. I ' . ..Jim knows the subtle way 
made o~r I~ves un~a~geab~e. startc(} d college nights, and I the. disease of alcoholism will rob 
The r~Iization of ~ IS the frrst went with a woman for· three from . anyc:m.e.· . Age, eir-' 
step In the alco~olic.s .recov~ry years and became 'engaged. I ,cumstanees, intelliegence are 
program. , In .Identifymg Wlth also worked a irrelevant. . There are only two' 
Jim's experiences I was ~n second job. for a· long period of' things to.know.H one is, alcohQllc 
another. phase of alcoholIc time. I began to. have, II;lore, ~n~~on~s.to ,~onewi11' 
progreSSIon, _ the same age when money, but this agajD onlyserv:ed. e~~n~yJose ev~: . = .~.: . 
he began. to change his life, mydrinkmg habits. Of course T~lS kn?wl~dge IS com-
• Included in those years were the the gambling in creased. also. . I plimentated WIth the fact that 
'experiences and thoughts so found myself now becoming all each person. has the key to pe~-
typical of the alcoholic., expert in lying and stealing. sona~ alco~olic recovery. !here IS 
Upon my leaving the jour- My efforts at making any nothing on the face of this earth 
nalism field as Ihave stated, ltook cbanges in my life were of course t~t .can. stop a person from 
took jobs with less responsibility· futile be cause of my inability to drinking if that person does not 
because they were actually the acc ept the fact that I could not want t.o.. . . 
only jobs available to me with my drink. Not being a daily drinker I The dIffIculty IS the ac-
past record of performance, but NEVER FELT THAT IT WAS c~patan~e of ~he pr-oblem. 
mainly becauese I was able to SOMETHING THAT I could not WIthout It there IS ~bsolutely .no 
drink more in the fashion I. control. I stopped for two weeks help for the alcoholic. Both JIm 
wanted to. Of course this was' once, but did not even think twice an~ I had to go down before. 
difficult financially, but on the when the compulsion and ob- we realized ~s, . You don'~ have 
other hand there were less con-' session became strong. For to gD as far. Think about It. 
flicts with job duties . 
-At thiS time Ihad two jobs. Travel 10 America: 
Afulltime job in a 'factory, and 
parttime job as a bartender. Most 
I alcoholics Iknow are energetic 
! and do work more than normal at 
least while they can. They ha'Ve to 
There is Sorne/!Ung 
: do this in order to be able to live 
with themselves. ' by Diane Auerbach 0ut··1hero 
Of course· ,the volcano of 
emotions was constantly there. (CPS)--It's funny, but few people month pass goes for $175. Con-
Ihad returned home and was get excited about a trip through tinental Trailways offers the 
really striving to do well. As America. It's just too-well,same deal at the same price and 
usual I would not'accept the fact American. Ma and Pa and the, calls it Eaglepass. The com-
that I could not drink . Ii did kids all pile in the car and roll off peting buslines have very 
manage to control drink for one or to a ho-hum summer of highway reasonably agreed to honor each 
two years, but control drinking pit stops at McDonalds and other's pass on all their routes. 
for me meant Idid not lose or quit· Holiday Inns. Cheap, but few (A tip for busers: you can save 
a job or wind up in the police' thrills.· yourself a few bucks and wear 
station. Financially I was still ... Collegestud~nts used to avoid and tea on your stoma~h lining if 
heavily indebted. My social life this summer sameness by cat-. you pac~ your lunch and avoid the_ 
revolved around the 'local bar- ching a plane to Europe and rip-off prices of bus station lunch 
rooms. I found no romance for leaving America to their parents. counters.) 
two reasons. You don't find But economics have interceded Unfortunately, America's 
romance in bars, and Iknew I and now Pittsburgh seems a lot answer to the European 
counld n't drink and be serious more practical than Paris. railroads' Eurailpass may soop. -
with anyone at the same time. I Fortunately, it's possible to ditch be coming to an end. Amtrack my 
deluded myself into family tradition and enjoy an off- phase out its pass by May l5--up to 
thinking that I had any beat summer travelling through a few months 'ago the USARAIL 
friends. They were actUally the U.S. Here's how to do it with a Pass was available only to 
of the fair weather variety. minimum of ·cash: fireigners-and the bus companies 
Another serious prohl em Exploring America from the will be making a final decision 
once again e~tered my life. It was back seat of a car is a good bet if about the fate of their passes on 
alhrow back to my service years. you're travelling with six other April 30th. Hold your breath. 
I b egan gambling once again. People who are splitting the gas Another transportation option 
For me it wa poker mainly, and upkeep on a fine-tuned VW. for speed freaks is joining up with 
only "while drinkim gH I would Otherwise, gas price-fixing what the Bike- centennial. Bikecen-
s:eek games. it is, it's chCClper to park your car tennial, a non-profit organization 
Of course this wa disastrous for for the summer and travel via bus set up to develop bike trails, is 
me because I lost many or train or bike. Train lovers can sponsoring numerous bicycle 
paychecks in the back rooms of take advantage of Amtrack's tours this summer. For instance, 
bars. 1 never even thought of USARAIL Pass: which entitles a 12-day, 375-mile bike trip 
gambling while sober. While the holder to one month of through the Colorado' Rockies 
under the influence of alcohol I unlimited coach travel for $250. costs $165 withlodging every· 
pursued the. games 'to a point of You can also buy a 21-day pass for night, and $145 for reserved camp 
annoyance to ther. I was of the $200 or a 14-day pass for $150. The sites. .Each tour is led by an 
self-destructive type gambler, a USARAILPass can save you a lot experienced. tour guide and, each 
compulsive IO$er. I t is the most of money. For instance .. Am- tour price includes the cost of 
unusual feeling. The few times track's coach fare for a trip from three ri1eals a day. For more 
that I won meant Bothing to me. New York to L.A. and back again information write' to Bike- cen-
Losing seemed to be everything via Chicago is $304; a two-week tenniaI, P.O. Box lO34, Missoula, 
'although so much grief was in- pass thus saves $154 Montana 59801.' Independent 
volved. I never remember ThQsewho are willing to rough cyclists who want to see the 
playing cards or going to the. it can purchase a similar pass U.S.A. on· their own should latch 
track withougt first being high. from the bus companies and . cqt onto a copy of the AMERICAN 
I .was never satisfied it seemed Amtrack's price in half. A two- BIKING ATLAS. AND TOURING 
to leave withoutlosing everthing. month Ameripass from GUIDE, Workman Publishing 
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Washdoy Conversation:, 
Bridgewater, the way it was 
, 
by Sue Law.'Joa 
"Do you go to the college?" The woman in the laundramat asks. 
"Yes." I reply and go back to reading my Sunday Globe. 
The woman is six years older than my mother. She was born and brought up in Briqgewater. She's alone now, save a son who is eit~er 
separated or divorced, she didn't say which, and has come ~ack to hye 
with her. Her mother just passed away and her husband died a while 
back. 
"What's your major?" 
"History and Secondary Education." 
"Do you come from here?" 
. " 
"No, I come from Andover ... it's up north, ne~r New Hampshire. 
"Yes,," she says, 4'1 know where it is." She is 56, with greying hair and an old dress loosely cut and of a polyester material which is typical of the style most women of her' age 
and status wear. Her face is worn, notugly, the face of a woman who has worked hard and is having trouble making ends meet. yet, hasac-
cepted her life and the way she has had to live it. 
"You know I remember that school when it was just two or three buildings. But'theY've ruined the town now'." She says wistfully. 
"You don't like the school?" I ask with a smile. 
"No" she says, "It's just that the town used to be such a nice little town dow it is all built up' has to keep up with the times, I guess. My son goes to Northeastern, he'~ going to be a pharmacist. Doing it all himself. 
I can't help him.' , 
She speaks without contempt or regret, just says what is the truth, and 
leaves it at that. 
"You couldn't even think of going to college when I was a gir1." She goes on. "It was during the depression, you know. I remember I saved three months for $15. That was when I was sixteen. Back then money 
was tight. It's tight now, but at least you have it. Why then even with bread at Sf a loaf and eggs at 10(, it was expensive. But-we lived-well, I 
was raised on a farm you know. We made or raised everything we ate." 
For a moment, here eyes are full of the memories of her girlhood.. "I 
think the city folk had it harder than the farm folk." 
"The town was so pretty then", shen goes on/'why, right where the 
shopping center'is there used to be a big white farm house on a hill, with 
a winding road leading up to it and trees all around. Why, in the winter 
when the snow fell, and the moon was full, it wa just like a postcard that house was. But it's all gone now." . .. . '.. .' She lights a cigarette and contin\.les, "Of course tbehurnCane back III 
'38 took.,.lot of it away. A lot of the trees were knocked down. ·We didn't know it was a hurricane. I remember I was riding my bicycle along a dirt 
road and the wind knocked a big limb down right behind me. Just missed 
me". She motions with !ler hand over the top of her head. "Then the next thing I knew another wind came and blew the bike right off the side of the 
road, ... and me with it!" 
We talked some more, while I folded my laundry; about her car being 
stolen, about her niece who works at the coUege as a cook. 
"I was going to get a job here too. ", she states, "but nothing ever came 
of it though, the manager wa too concerned with looks ... a lot that mat-
ters back in the kitchen!" 
She sighs, asks me how many are in my family and then goes on, "I 
was brought up with four brothers. Their room was right off mine. Of 
course, then were men and working when I was a kid of 11 or 12. They 
used to come home at night after a date and talk. I was supposed to be 
asleep. But I wasn't, though, and I used to listen." She smiles and says 
nothing further on the subject. 
I gather my things together, stuff my Sunday Globe and clothes into the laundry bag, then put on my raincoat. 
"Well, nice talking toyou," shesys,' "It makes the time go faster." 
"Yes," I agree, Ult does." 
"Well, good luck to you," she says. 
"Yes, take care," I say closing the door behind me. 
I hike my laundry bag up on my arm and head home. It's 6:00, just dusk. My stride is just a little ·quicker than usual. 
F~KLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
@COlLEGE MEDIA .94709 
by Ruth Jamerson and Kathy Rivers 
Positions are open for students 
in: 
--Health and Physical 
Education 
--Special Education 
--Ea rly Childhood- Education 
--Psychology 
Applications can be obtained 
from Dr. Huber in room 103 or 
the main office of the Health and 
Physi,ral Education Depart· 
ment,ll} the Kelly GYnasium. 
,Deadlines for applications is 
April 30, 1976!!! 
Applications are now 
available for the positions of 
clinici'an and assisitant clinician 
in the 1976 fall session of the 
Children's Physical Education 
clinician in the 1976 fall session of 
the .. Children's - Pbysical 
Developmental Clinic at 
Btidgewater State College. 
Students from Health and 
Physical Education, Special 
Educaton, Early Childhood 
Education and Psychology are 
encouraged to apply for this 




researcher has come up with the 
answer to the never- ending 
question of who ,is baseball's 
greatest player. The answer is· 
not Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb or Ted 
Williams but rather Louis 
Sockalexis. Louis Sockalexis? 
Louis Sockalixis. 
Sockalexis, according to 
researcher Emmanuel Levine, 
was considered by many of his 
contemporaries as the 
ballplayer's ballplayer. "Louis 
Sockalexis had the most brilliant 
career of any man who ever 
played the game," said lengen-
dary Detroit Tiger manager 
Hughie Jennings, who was Ty 
Cobb's boss from 1907 to 1921. "He 
should have been the greatest 
player of all time," continued 
Jennings, "greater than Cobb, 
Wagner, Lajoie, Hornsby or any 
of the other men who made 
history for the game." 
Thinking AhEad 




left: Clinician assisting child with eye-foot 
coordination and balancing skills. ' 
, right: Swimming sldlls are being developed 
for this child with the use of an aquatic ~at 
which serves as a floating teaching ~tation. 
The clinic, in operation since 
1974, is devoted to the im-
provement of the . 
"total fitnesslt of special needs 
children ranging from 2-13. years 
of age. The· clinic progra;m . cpn-
sists of' 'earfy" ctiUaU<fOd 
stimulation~ pliysicai' fitness 
development, perceptual-motor, 
swimming and fundamental 
motor skill development. 
Clinicians worls: on a one-to-one 
basis with a special needs child 
for nine Saturday mornings in 
carefully planned activities in 
both gym and pool. The ex-
perience is beneficial not only to 
the child but also provides 
unlimited satis- faction for the 
clinician. In addition t() tliis gratifying. fe~IMtg, tile clin~cip.n r~c.~fve~-v,alii,~~l~Jrailtbtg, ;\V~ich 
aides 'in"'the" development' of 
professional" skills" and 
knowledge that will assist, 
teachers!n aquiring jobs in their 
rel~ted fields. , 
DDn't pass up fills opportunity 
to help yourseU while helping 
.,then!! 
Sockalexis played for the old 
Cleveland Spiders in the National 
League from 1897 ; to 1899. An 
outfielder, he once held an op-
ponent to a triple, by pegging the 
catcher a perfect, 414 foot strike. 
At his first major league time at 
bat, "Deerfoot of the Diamond " 
as he was called, smacked' a 
curve ball far ,into the Polo 
Ground's bleachers, just the first 
of many extra base hits. 
~t:'fthat' fact' ~rm?s~ 'prevented theplot,a~4 by the time his father 
. 'unifofo~ 'a~r donrung a baseball returrled", he had left for Holy .. ' hiSso~hanklS f~thefr, angered at Cross College and its baseball' 
. ermg or "the sport team. ' 
Sockalexis was a full blooded 
Indian of Maine's Penobscot tribe 
of wtute man" paddled h' . : ".'. 
- .. down . ' . IS c~noe, SockaleXls> career was cut wasbin~~n ~tl:~l~, Co.ast . ,to · short in 1898 when his ankle was Fathel'Gro've SC'} , r1eat White crushed while saving a baby r eve and per trapped' • g :mission to mak h". - III a runaway carr18 e., 
, The strate e IS son 8: ~~ef. In 1915, the American League:~ 
would be ~~e~a~ tha~t~ou£s . time new Cleveland f~anchise 'IUlm~ the tribe B t LP ,!l ~f aIrs of their team the Inw.ans in D~erfl)Qt: C; 
. U, OUIS sniffed out of the Diamond's honor. 
./ 
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Student Government Association 
Executive Profiles 
by Mike MacHardy 
Dotty Tisecich 
Dotty has been on S.G.A. 
since her freshman year, and 
last yeCir was S.G.A. Secretary. 
She is a Political Science major. 
Dotty explains that she is tired 
r>f hearing the term .student 
'apathy', that it is an overused 
term. She realizes that it is not 
possible for many people to get 
involved in after-school affairs. 
She does hope that S.G.A. and the 
Program Committee continue to 
the to cater to the entire student 
popUlation in the future. 
Lynne Borski 
Lynne Borski is this 
year's and also. next year's SGA 
Treasurer. She is a member of 
the class of '78 and is majoring in 
Political Science for her junjor 
year. She says she ran for office 
so she could be in a position 
where she could represent 
students on all issues that per-
tain to them. Her main concern 
in this vein is to see that 
programs are carried out that 
will benefit all students. She was 
on the committee that hired 
Ca.re~r cO~"\~!r!()r J!,llic~D,OJ'liey 
reason why Lee ran for 2nd VP. 
He wanted the respons-i,bility of 
putting tcgather a really exciting 
and memorable event for next 
year's Homecoming Weekend. 
Also, as a member of the 
Program Committee, he hopes to 
help get together some really 
good social events along with 
some "name" recording groups 
and personalities to visit BSC. He 
,is Vice-president of Durgin Hall 
and is a member of SCEC. He is a 
Special Education major. If 
anyone has any suggestions, 
ideas, or input for Lee, he would 
be glad to hear from them. At 
Durgin Hall, his box number is 
522. 
Rick Pacheco 
between the students a~d 
faculty ladministration and 
knowledge in what's going on at 
BSC. She is majoring in Special 
Education and is an active 
member in the music group at· 
the Catholic Center. She would 
like to hear from any 
sophomores or any other 
students at BSC who have any 
ideas about where they would 
like to see the SGA get more 
involved, etc. She lives in Great 
Hill dorm. Her box number is 171. 
Roseanne Micconi 
Rosanne Miconi is a member of 
the class of 1977 and hails from 
Framingham, Mass. Next year 
will be her second consecutive 
Rick Pacheco year as a Senator-at Large. She 
is a chemistry major, minoring in enjoys being an active member 
secondary education and his 'of the college student goverment 
home-town is Fall River. He likes at BSC. She feels that SGA af-
all senators is on at least two fords an opportunity for direct 
committees one being all-college student input on vital issues 
'committee and the other is an affecting the students and the 
SGA committee. development of the Bridgewater 
The committee he serves on College community. She is a 
include, recruitment admissions member of the Educational 
'3nd finacial aid, of which he is Services Community. She is also 
the chairperson and; the a member of the Teacher 
Legislative Affairs Committee Pre par a t ion Com mitt e e , 
as well as NeATE (National . 
"., , "'1 f" 'A' dit . t' f treasurer of the W .H.O. SocIety, 
G'lUQ.CI, or ccre a lOJl .0 . ., . 'tj,"<>.;'\;A""E(Ju~.att;';'hj .. :' '.' :'~ > ',s~ar~tary .. of. HOJlorsandAd-
:. ,"" ....... ,.,l'I~+ .' YJ. • • "., '. '" vanced ptaeelii~fie, anU' ..... 
,J ,M.,e~pep~,~f. It~d~···~A.}f,A~Yl 'i~ presl'ti~nt of tfie"HistbrY' Club. 
~,~:~" ~~J ,a1~Pi f()f!,· ~t~a' ia:rb"Z~~ WI])cJi was .~~}P. ".. . '. .. ,. ,,:. 
\~awyet' 1~9.':PI;Qyid.~,: fr.~e l~g~J 
, . "::u3s1Stari~e to .. all. SGA Je~ 
paying studpnts. ~yrine, a native 
of We.b ster. MA., as 
Treasurer of ~GA is chair-
person of the Ways and Means 
Committee. She resides in Great 
Hill, room 103. Mail can be snt to 
her at box 29. She can also be 
contacted at ext. 372. Also, she 
can be fOl'41d several hours a 
day in the SGA office. .' 
Kim Henderson 
Kim Henderson, a Biology 
major will be serving in her third 
year ~s an SGA representativ;e 
next year. She was recently 
elected as next year's SGA 
secretary. A member ?f the cla~s 
of 1978 Kim has been mvolved In 
school' government since h~gh· 
school and enjoys having a VOIce 
in matters that concern her. 
She feels that she has' a little 
more say in where her money 
goes and how it is spent than the 
averagestudent by serving on 
SGA. The SGA committees., she 
serves 0 n are: Health ServIces, 
Elections Committee. As an SGA 
representative, she serv~ on 
several all-college commIttees 
including Long Range Planning, 
NCATE and Bicentennial 
Committee. She is also chairman 
of. Legislative Affairs. and is a 
member of the Biology Club and 
the Buddy Club. 
Lee Po/icow 
.. Lee Policow is from At-
Ueboro,MA., and is a member of 
the class of '78. He will be serving 
in his first year as senator next 
year. He was recently elected as 
2nd vice-president on SGA. The 
2nd vice-president is in charge of 
homecoming festivitties each 
November. This was the main 
.:!ommlttee mc U e . severa . . ,.... 
facuIty 'members, ex-officio and She can be contacted through 
;ome students. Pope Hall, mailbox no. ~25 •. 
Rick stated that he ran for his 
senate office this year when he 
saw that the whole executive 
board ran unopposed for their 
positions for this year. He would 
like to see more people get in-
volved with the elected and 
unelected positions in the Senate. 
"There is much work to be 
done in all AU·College Com-
mittees and usually there isn't 
enough people interested in 
helping out. Most students ac-
tually underrate the importance 
of 'ftll-college· committees. ACC's 
draw up peititions which go to the 
SGA, faculty Council, and finally 
to the President. 
Rick emphasizes the point that 
any time a student wants to know 
about anthing on campus, that 
they should come to him or to any 
other senator immediately; so 





Stephen Gray is the only 
member of the class of 1979 to be 
serving as Senator-at· Large next 
year. He is a member of the 
Ways and Means Committee, the 
Faculty Dismissal Committee 
and the Bookstore Advisory 
Committee. He is currently 
under application for a position 
on the Board of Governors. He 
has enjoyed serving on the' 
Senate for the past school year 
and ran for Senator-at-Large 
because he wanted ItO and felt 
he could represent a larger 
group of peole than his own 
class. Also he felt by getting 
elected as Senator-at-Large he 
would give his class a better 
chance of having more 
representation on Sga. Steve. 
whose hometown :~ Gloucester, 
Mass., can be reached at Durgin 
HaU. mailbox 402. His room is 
423. ~ 
Ed Note: Next week, from the Exec. 
Board, Lisa Gorman and from the 
Valerie Kemp is a member of Senators-at-Large, Rhonda Pruss. 
the class of '78 and is from the .. 
town of Leicester Mass. She is an 
SGA representative this year and 
has been elected Senator- at-large 
for next year. She says that (she) 
"ran for Senator-at-Iarge of the 
SGA to increase my knowledge of 
what was happening on and off 
campus and to have a part in the 
decision-making process that 
effects me as a student." She feels 
that this position gives her the 
background so that she may in-
form the students of many issues, 
particularly bud~eting, 
curriculum, faculty dismIssal and 
career counseling. She feels there 









Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Minutes' from 
the Meeting 
by Mike MacHardY ... and more 
Your SGA representative did perience. Since she can't teach' 
their thing (as usual, for sure) these adclitional courses they 
. this past Tuesday March 30, when will release her! This is all 
the weekly rendezvous finally got apparently explained in one 
underway at 6 p.m. after they got simple term which those of us wh 
enough of themselves together to were present were lucky enough 
call ita quorum (16/22) to make it to learn-- (now get this) Limited 
an official meeting. , TACHING Effectiveness (LTE). 
The meeting began. 'with Steve Gray, who gave tips on 
Treasurer Lynne Borski, an- how to get into the President's 
nouncing that the treasurer's office. said he asked some of the 
report has been erroneous administrative officials (in-
regularly since. September. (Is cluding Dean Anderson) what 
that any way to start a ... ) LTE meant and remarked that 
In other committee reports, he (Gray) was given the old 
Hugh McKinnon, non-senator- bureaucratic runaround. At the 
chairperson of "'Committee on bearing held between college 
Faculty Dismissals was present o.fficials and Miss Wells, V~l, 
to dis<;uss what hi committee has 'KelIl.P said she unders~ood that· 
been <loing ... 'til now trying to Miss Wells had requestedtbat 
find out why faculty member her attorney be allowed to attend 
Cora Wells' teaching contract ha~ but was refused admittance! So 
not been renewed. SGA com- after much discussion we learn._ 
mittee members Steve Gray and that'the whole case is still up in 
Valerie Kemp (both Senators-at- the air and muddled by red tape 
Large-elect for next year) also 'and apparently off-limits to. 
added a colorful tidbit now and students and anybody else in-
then in an attempt to aid Hugh or terested in what's happening. 
clarify some of the committee's Miss Wells, incidentally, is a 
actions. From what the com- teacher in the Health nd 
mittee has been able to find out Phyical Education Department 
from the BSC administration, and taches Dance Class among 
she is being dismissed because other subjects. ' 
of her "unadaptability". In his executive report, Ray 
You see, Miss WeDs has been Raposa said that, the. Governor. 
l;eacblng .... t, BSC. 3....... _h.,.t. ..... e . a:ii.d the legislative braIl,C;~h haven't 
was hired to. teach .. Now sup- , yet;r.eached a xnutual. a~rn<ent 
posedly. they want her. to teach [)n the forthcoming, long-awaited, 
other, -' different, unrelated, 
courses which may have nothing 
to do with her trainig or ex-
(contInued to page 6.) 
SGA Lawyer on Campus 
by Joe La M:>the 
The Loe gal Aid Committee of 
the Student Goverment 
Association is pleased to an-
nounce the appointment of At-
torney Louis Cerrone as a legal 
advisor for students. Mr. Cerrone 
is a member of the Massachusetts 
Bar Association, having received 
his Juris Doctorate from Boston 
University Law School. He has 
been very' active with various 
legal services for indigent 
defendants with the Boston Legal 
Assistance Project in Brighton, 
Mass. 
The Committee received 
almost 200 resumes from at-
torneys interested in the position, 
.and, after a thorough screening 
process, they . selected several 
lawyers to come in for an in-
.:erview. Mr. Cerrone was chosen 
because of his education and 
experience in working with in-
'digent defendants on various 
legal problems. His expertise in 
the areas of landlord-tenant 
relations, civil rights and minro 
criminal cases made him par-
ticularly qualified as a legal 
advisor for students. 
Mr. Cerrone IS NOT being 
retained by the SGA to represent, 
students in court; rather, his jb is 
to provide FREE accurate legal. 
informa tion to students con-
cerning t.heir particular legal 
problem. If a student, after' 
consultation with Mr. Cerrone, 
decides that he needs an attorney 
to formally represent him in so,me 
sort of legal action, then the 
student can privately arrange for 
either M:r . Cerrone or some other 
,a ttorney to represent him. The 
SGA will not be financially 
responsible for legal 
representation in court, but only 
for providing free infromation 
and other such legal assistance 
as can be rendered while the 
attorney is on campus. There is 
no charge for legal advice and 
, information given to students by 
Mr. Cerrone. 
Mr. Cerrone will be available 
for legal assistance beginning 
Tueday. April 6, from 1 to 4 p.m . 
in SU 205 and 206. He will be on 
campus for 3 ho~ a day every 
Tuesday and W~esday in SU 205 
for the remainder of the. 
semester. The hours will be 
rotated to meet the needs of the 
students. Information about 
hours or the legal service itself 
can be obtained in the SGA office 
on the second floor ofJhe Union 
beginning Monday, April 5th. 
Students are encouraged to 
make appointments for seeing 
Mr. Cerrone at the SGA office, 
but drop--ins will· be welcome 
during the hours .. set up for each 
week. If you've got a lel(al 
problem, now there's someone 
wh has the knowledge and time 
to help you out. 
-6 Th C t e ommen· Aprill 1976 , 
health fee referendum 
l:krte Place Time 
4/6 SlJ Fofer '11 :00-12:30 
4/6 Tilly 5:00-7:00 
4/9 Commuter Cafe 10:00-2:00 
4/12 Scott 5:30-7:00 
4/13 VVood 6:30-8:00 
4/15 Great Hill 6:00-8:00 
4119 Pope 7:30-9:00 
4/20 CornrruB- cae 9:00-11 :00 
4/20 Tilly 11 :00-1:00 




4/21 across from Bookstore 9:00-4:00 
4/21 " " 6:00-8:00 
4/22 " II ' 9:004:00 
continued from SGA page 5 
though unenthsiastically an-
ticipated State College 
Reorganization Plan. (The 
Harrington! Lwgislative, ver-
sionis due out at the time this 
article was submitt~"\i .£or 
doOC'-~:P"~.-'i.1dIg .. ">· -:l:n4 ot'b..Cr Dl.atters,. 
Ray said that BSC has received 
approval for the proposed new 
dorm site. A meeting was to be 
held among students this 
evening (April Fools Day) at 
6:30. Ray also reported that he 
and his advisory commmttee are 
yery close to re3 ching an 
agreement on what new printing 
equipment will be purchased 
through the SGA for the Com-
ment and the Harder Times 
Press publications. Right now 
the decision is to make a choice 
between a Compugraphic 
machine and one by Veritypen. 
Both cose $16,000 plus change. 
A newly formed organization 
at BSC, uniquely called The 
English Club, applied for and 
received SGA recognition for 
funding and facilities following a 
short debate. 
Ray made an Athletic Policy 
recommendation to have SOCcer 
and wrestling classified as var-
sity sports teams and volley ball 
classified as a club. These; 
received unanimous approva. 
A move was made by Rick 
Pacheco (next year's first vice 
president, presently a 
representative) to have 
CodificaUon 1110 struck from the 
SGA constitution. Codification 
RIO pertains to food and beverages 
being purchased with SGA-
allocatt~ funds by organizations 
on campus at functions which 
may warrant having food and 
beverages present whch pur-
chased with same. The motion 
wal unsoundly defeated 12-4-4. 
The SGA funded an extra $111 
to the Comment because of a 5% 
increase in printing (~osts aft(~r 
the original appropriation. 
Next un Um agenda, first vke 
prt"f\idt>nt Hotty Ti~vkh. who 
UlUAUy run" tOO SliA m~ting~. 
JHt~ fM-r enwavl"d, iron gaVE'l 
hl ~nnd vke pr-idPnt Wayne 
f 1uudfwud( ISPI, YlOO UMd it 
welL Dotty then pr:oceeded to 
take the floor and announced that 
the Undergraduate CUrriculum 
Committee (UCC) of wich she is 
chairperson, had come up with 77. 
recommendations-.of which ~ach 
vvou1d . ~.h~~~~· . t~.~ ;"""b:e.c .. ,·- ~.~~c­
cepted/rejected individually. 
Ultimately UCC recom-
. mendations were take care of 
with all except one being ac-
cepted. The one was tabled 
(temporarily). Next week could 
prove to be treacherous when 
they shall attempt to tackle at 
least 50. 
The name of Dr. Margaret 
Fischer of the Psychology 
Department was submitted to the 
SGA committee on Faculty 
Fismissals. 
Lastly, it was announced that 
Turkeys Anonymous are planning 
a raffle so as to raise money to 
have a banquet. Tentatively, the 
first prize of several that would be 
awarded will be a $25 BUZZ. 
Watch for more on this in the 
near future if you're interested 
because rIllet you know what a 








3) BI-381--Vertebrate zoology.w 
accepted. 
4) BI-451--Marine Algae-. 
accepted. 
5)BI-I06··An appreciation in 




7) CH-210-·Chemistry and 
Society··accepted. 
8) CH-131-132--Change General 
Chemistry and Qualitative 
Analysis (add I-hr. lecture).-
accepted. 
Y) C'H-aoo, .. Sdence and the 
Impad of Tcchnology·-a{'cepted. 
lOJCH212-Marine Chemistry,·, 
IU'{'cptt-d 
111 CH380'~Workl5tudy In. 
hmuebjp in ChemiC'al Sciences" 
It'cep«od 
--
Open lett~r from pg~ 1 
the above options bring the in-
surance company and the health 
service together as a team. The 
financial side of these two 
programs are not equal. In the 
waiver program the insurance 
company feels it will recieve 
more policies and so can offer 
the policy at approximately 15% 
less than they can under the 
voluntary program. Another 
financial differen_ce is uder this 
waiver program th~ insuranc 
company picks up some of the 
bills of the infirmarY. What the 
waiver -program means ill 
dollars to studets concering the 
health fee is this, to keep all 
service we presently offer and 
with possible growth under the 
waiver program the health fee 
will be $25.00 a year, under the 
voluntary program the fee would 
be about $40.00. 
For two financial reasons the 
waiver prgram is better for all 
students. If you read the in-
surance program that was in the 
last issue you know the insurance 
policy is a very good one. Teh 
cost for this insurance policy 
under the waiver rpgram would 
be $65.00 to $70.00. I am sure that 
you see that I a lot of support for 
this program. However, I have 
not been able to cover the entire 
program or hear your questions 
and/or comments. We have set 
up a series of forums to discuss 
our problem and possible 
solutions. IThe first which is for 
Tuesday at 11: 00 a.m in the 
foyer. The representative of the 
company will be present and you 
can ask him or me any questions 
or give us you comment~ A 
referendum ·will 'follow on this 
question so it is important that 
-you make one of the 
disucussions. 
I will not be here next year I you 
Three days is nothing if a person 
will be, it is important that you b3s a serious illness, and thoses 
address this problem. I w~s bills add up fast. I hope to see you 
-hospitalized for three days thIS at one of the discussions. 
year and it cost me over $500.00 Thank You 
dollars ~- Ra 
Luckily for me, I was insured. Ray ~osa 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::;::::;::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::~::::;::::::::::::::;::::;: 
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Sandy Hunt ~ 
Paul F. Young 
Th~re will be a meeting for veterans 
on April 2 from 1:00 .. 3:00 
in the Seminar 'R,oo", of 
. theStuikn-t Union 
- Topics to be covered will include_: 
Legislation concerning G. I. Bill 
- Veteran's Administration standards 
of progress. 
Possible revitalizing of the Vet's Club 
Who to see ab~utV A problems 
Who to see, about scho.alp.F:Qbl~msi'~:"_~'." _~ •. :'~~.- 1>. -.:;.- -, -a." .~-' .... _-~~ ."., ." _ • _. 
denim and corduroy 
. jeans,lelsure suits, 
polyester and 
corderoy shirts 
denim and corduroy 
jeans, jackets, 
.. ~kirts, jumpers and 
super ,coordinating shirts 
Master 
Charge 
t •• t.talb (LITHIt .. 
IHI[I 
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Spring in .Washingt;;;;a The Gomment 7 
by Stephen J. McAlarney 
During the week of March 14 _ 
,March 20, while many students 
were experiencing the relaxation 
and "high" of vacation, members 
of the Pb~]itical Science Club, 
along with Professors Michael 
Kryzanek and Walter Adamson, 
were experiencing a different 
and unique kind of "high 11 in the 
nation's capitai, Washington 
D.C. The e~perience of seeing 
first hand America's govern-
ment in action, meeting people 
who play an important role in the 
functioning of government, and 
literally walking through 
American political history is 
something each of the stUdents 
will .profit by and always 
remember. 
The trip was initially the result 
of a series of discussions between 
Mr. Joseph Young, President of 
the Political Science Club, Mr.; 
Young's executive officers, Dr. 
Walter Adamson and Dr. Michael 
Kryzanek. The consensus was 
tha t such an excursion to 
(AACTE) for the group, one of Dr. 
Adamson's numerous contacts in 
the city of Washington. Included 
in the itinerary were tours of the 
Supreme Court, the Library of 
Congress, and the White House. 
The itinerary allowed for a great 
deal of free time, which several 
stude1.lts utilized to explore the 
social and "cultural'l.spots of the 
city. ) 
Through the efforts of Dr. 
Adamson, the group took in a 
Washington D.C. would be an series of briefings by high 'level 
excellent means of making real officials at the State Department .. 
the textbook knowledge students Included in the State Dept. visit 
gained in political scien~e, was. a walking tour of the 
pis tory, economics, and other building, the highlight being a 
related courses. The trip tour of the Operations Room, 
was also designed as a way of where coded messages fr-om aU 
determining the employment arid over the world come in and are 
graduate school prospects of relayed to the appropriate of-
seniors planning on careers ficials. However, the top at-
related to politics and govern· traction by far at State was a 
ment. press ~r.eHing by State Dept. 
Members of the Politica:l spokesman Robert L. Funseth. 
Science Club who made the trip to The barrage of questions aimed 
Washington include: Jim Foley, at Mr. Funseth by the press on 
. Dan Beksha, Tom Landry, J<x~ the topic of the suspension of US-
Young, Mike Collins, Dotty, Soviet commision hearings and 
Tisevich, Steve McAlarney, Russ the cool, professional manner in 
Abilsa, Cathy Winslow, Barbara which Mr. Funseth handled 
Wilson;'Etic; .' Brunel1!3 •.. Dan, . these questions impressed many' 
Patenaude, Maryanne Dlon, and: of the students. Arter the press 
Billy Kell~r. ,. '~,"'" "'.'. .~:, :. briefing,. 'he group "was" briefed • 
- 'Most ofIne-'group traveled by on the adversary relationship 
car to Washington, although one between the press and State by 
notable exception was Mike two reporters who cover the 
Collins, whose odyssey included State Dept. 
borrowing a car and driving to Wednesday afternoon the 
Amherst (Mass.) first, and then students met with Rep .. Margaret 
'hitchhiking from that point to fleckler in an inform~tive. 
Washington. Accomodations were' s~ssion. Rep. Heckler IS a 
at the Hartnett "Your Home vdhrant personality, well-versed 
Away From Home" Hall, the in the ways of Cong~ess. In. ~d-
epitome of leisure delight. A dition to her many fme quahhes 
Statler Hilton it was not, but for and achievements, Rep. Heckl~r 
what members of the group is a strong ~dvocate of woman s 
desired, it was "adequate". rights, as wltness~d by he; all-
An itinerary for the week was female staff. Let s ~ear It for 
prepared by Mr. Frank Klassen of ~RA, guys! At the c1os~, a group 
the American Association of pIcture was taken WIth Rep. 
Colleges for Teacher Education Heckler. 
Company, New York, N.Y. C.o~t: 
'$5.95. This book maps out' 150 bl~e 
trails, and rates them as to t~elr 
difficulty and gives lots of m~o 
about camping and lodgm 
facilities along the way. 
N ow you know how to get to 
where you're going, but where do 
you stay? One possibility is youth 
hostels--dormitories for student 
·hitchhikers and bikers-- tha~ cost 
between $.50 and $2.00 a mght. 
You need a youth hostel card, 
costing $11, and a slee~ing bag or 
sheet. Write to AmerIcan youth 
Hostels Delaplane Virginia, 22025 
for info: Members receive a free 
listing of hostels in the U.S. . 
Those who don't feel lIke 
hassling with hostel curfews and 
have more money to spend-- an 
average of five to eight bucks a 
night for a single room--can crash. 
at a budget motel. . Here are the 
national addresses of thre~ motel 
chains (directories are avall- able 
from each.): Motel 6, 1888 Century 
Park, E. Suite 1900, Los Angeles, 
Calif., 90067; Econo-Travel Motor 
Hotel Koger Exectutive Center, 
Bldg.' 3, Norfolk Vir~inia, 23502; 
Scottish Inns of AmerIca, Inc. ~I04 
Bridgewater Rd., Knoxville 
Tennessee, 37919. 
Travel from page 3 
In addition, Budget Motels and 
Hotels of America, Inc. (568 
Snelling Ave. N., St. Paul, Min-
nesota 551(4) offers a $1 directory 
of independent cheap motels out-
side of the chain circuit. Another 
guide to inexpensive rooms is 
WHEREij TO STAY USA. Send 
$3.45 to the Council on In-
ternational Educational Ex-
change, 777 United Nations Plaza, 
New York, NY 10017. i 
If you're not schooled-out come 
May, you can often .find. ~nex­
pensive rooms at umverslhes. 
Mort's Guide, to Low Cost 
vacations and Lodgings on 
College Campuses, CMG 
publications, 1974, lists dozens of 
schools eager to open up empty 
dorm rooms to, vacationing 
students. A. 7-d~y stay at the 
University Of San Francisco, for 
instance, costs only $24.40 per 
person for a double room. 9 
Students on a super-tight budget 
should plan on a summer of pup 
tents and campfires. For a listing 
of the national parks, write to the 
Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington D.C.,204~2. Ask for 
Camping in the National Park 
System- '76. document number 
Alook at the Capitol Buildirig 
from the steps of the Supreme 
Court building. 
left: 
Dr. Krysanek and Jim Foley 
take a break. 
right: 
of the lesser lights, too): Sen. 
Muskie, Hubert "I'm not running 
for President" Humphrey, Barry 
Goldwater, George 0000%) 
McGovern, even our own Teddy 
Kennedy made it. A meeting was· 
scheduled with Sen. Kennedy 
after the session, but Ted had to -
rush back to his office for a 
pressing engagement and was I 
unable to meet with the group. 
Many of the students con-
sidered the FBE building tour 
,,~ne of the highlights of the trip. 
Where it all began I . 
'The Jeffers(lll Memorial 
After meeting with Rep. 
Heckler· at 2 p.m., the professors 
and the students went to the 
Capitol to view the House in 
sessiOh_ The topi." of discussion 
. was tbe Magna Carta junket, in 
which 25 legislators would be sent 
to England to pick up a· 
document and bring it back to 
the U.S. for the Bicentennial 
year, at a cost of $100,000. It 
certainly was exciting to see our 
legislators (even Wilbur Mills 
was there!) to engage in serious 
debate over an issue SO vital to 
the national interest! And some 
people say you can't find a 
legislator concerned with the 
public interest anymore. 
Next was the Senate session. 
Toll call was being taken and 
after about an hour, most of the 
Senators had sauntered in. All the 
big names were there (and many 
024-005-00627-3, and send 85t, or 
the National Parks in the U.S. 
Map and Guide, #024-005-00546-3 
for 85,. A copy of the National 
Forest Vacations brochure can be 
obtained from the same address. 
Send 904: and ask for Program Aid 
1037. 
When you're not on the road or 
in bed, you can get back to the 
basics of playing tourist. Every 
time you hit a major city, check 
out the Visitor's Bureau-- an of-
fice which is sometimes disguised 
as the Department of Commerce 
or Tourism. The good folks there 
will give you city maps, city bus 
information, sightseeing guides 
and entertainment tips. 
Student vacationers who want 
to get in on the Bicentennial 
brouhaha can send for a claendar 
of all Bicentennial events. Write 
to the Superintendent of 
Documents and ask for the 
Comprehensive Calendar of 
Bicentennial Events. The East 
Coast version goes for $3.40; the 
West Coast version costs $3.00. 
Students' saw the vast and 
awesome arsenal of weapons at 
the FBI's disposal, as well as the 
laboratories used to analyze 
blood, hair, cloth samples· 
through which suspects are 
traced. Particularly interesting 
. was a shootiQg exhibit by an FBI 
agent using first a.38 caliber 
pistol, arid then a sub-machine 
gun on a cloth target. 
The White House tour was a 
disappointment. It was one of 
. tliose quickie tours where if you 
blinked you missed seeing the 
Blue Room and the Green Room. 
The students were quite im-
pressed with what they did see 
and many spoke of the sense of 
history inherent in the White 
Rouse. Some students correctly 
observed that . the White. House 
was in some state of disrepair. 
All in all" though, the consensus 
was that the White House was 
indeed a fitting home for a 
President. 
The group was very fortunate 
to have the opportunity of a 
briefing by Mr. Stephen Low, a 
National Security adviser, on 
Ruch topics as the _ Angola 
situa tion and the Panama Canal 
treaty negotiations. Dr. Adamson 
is to be commended for arranging 
this briefing, for without his ef-
forts it would not have been 
possible. Ordinarily, a person 
needs a security clearance to gain 








Sat., April 3, 1976 
1 :00 pm to 5:00 pm 
S.U. Ballroom 
Bldg. where the briefing was held, 
as Drs. Adamson, Kryzanek and 
members of the group can well 
attest to. The students deserve to 
be commended for their per-
ceptive and intelligent questions; 
not only at this briefing, but 
throughtout all the meetings they 
had with high officials during the 
stay in Washington. Several 
students were quite adept at 
posing - questions, including 
Barbara Wilson whose flair for 
the obvious was brilliant. 
Some of the other' sites and 
institutions visited by the students 
. on their free time included the 
Washington Monument, Lincoln 
Memorial, Jefferson Memorial, 
the Smithsonian Institute (it 
would take a lifetime to see all the 
exhibits), The Treasury, the 
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and 
the' Kennedy graves at Arlington 
National Cemetery .. 
Dr. Kryzane&, Dr. Adamson, 
and Joe Young deserve credit for 
the fine job in organizing the trip 
and seeing that it came off as well 
as.it did, Not enough can be said 
of Dr. Adamson's contacts (we. 
lost count after 100) and influence 
in arranging many of the 
briefings' and meetings. - On 
. Friday morning, he set . up a 
meeting with the graduate school 
. deans of American University for 
interested students. 'As a result of 
that highly informative meeting, 
several of 'the seniors are ap-
plying to American University for 
gradua te school. 
In sum, the trip was a roaring, 
success. Each member of the 
group islo be commended for the-
fine way each conducted him-
self. Each in his or her own way 
contributed to the fun and good 
times enjoyed by all on the trip. 
Plans are currently underway 
f or developing and 
strengthening a similar trip in ' 
tbe Sprb~$ Qf 1977_ .1t is hoped 
that the trip to Washington D,C. 
can become an annual event. 
Needless· to say, such a trip is 
open to all members of, the 
college community. Interested 
students should contact Dave 
Oliveira, President of the 
Political Science Club, or attend 
future Political Science Club 
meetings. 
') .1L_ 
'- in 1m rat 
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Linde~'..~ Sports & WRA Report with Cheryl St. Ong'e 
~", Thursday 6:30 & Friday 10:30 
~1hafs Doin l -- Friday & Sat. 7 p 
Ski Report -- Thursday 6: 15 pm &,~ Friday 5: 10 pm. " Monday thro 
8:30 am 
Mon. 
7 am .- Bonomo Joe 
8:30 am -- News 
9 am -- Lenny Piersa 
. , 
11 am -- Documentary 
12 noon -- Mary Chris Kenney 
3 pm -- Chris Warren 
, "';;"""" is/pm,,,,.: ,_,"_'-"4:" 
,~~..;:,,--1-l'~-je'n·l1ifer Fisher 
- 9 pm --"'Jack King 
Classical S'eries -- Sunday 2 pm & Wed. 1] a 
SNEA Special Series - Sunday 6 pm ' 
Science Speciai ~TueSday <} am 
Tues. 
7 am -- Bonomo Joe 
8:30 am -- News 
9 am -- Dana Goulston 
1 f noon -- Skip Maloney 
3 pm -- Chris Warren 
5 pm -- Sid Tufts 
pm -- Jennifer Fisher 
9 pm -- Steve Mattern 
Jazz in Bridgewate 
7 am .- Bonomo Joe 
8:30 am -- News 
9 am .- lenny Piersa 
11 am -- CI~ssica' Series" 
12 noon -- Mary Chris Ke 
,5 pm -- Cathy Winslow" 
5:15 pm.--, News' 
7 pm -- Gil Bliss 
9 pm -. Steve MaHern 
Jazz in Bridgewater, 









9 am -- len 
1 1 am -- Dc 
1 pm -- Jen 
I 
5:15 pm -- ~ 
, , 
6: 15 pm _ .. : 
6:30 -- Lind 
WR) 
.., pm -- Gil 
9 pm -- D~: 
• I 
I 
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"our day with us! 
nt . Guide 
Special Features 
·Feature Album of the, Week -- Sunday 9 pm 
Dragnet -- Sunday 9:45' pm 
Interlude -- Mon., Wed., Thurs., & Fri. 9:30 am 
u,gh Friday 
5:15 pm 
Asst. Documentaries -- Monday & Friday i 1 am 
Movie listings -- Friday & Saturday 6:35 pm 
Rick. Heath Jazz Radio in Bridgewater -- Tuesday & Wed. 9 pm 





. -~ r..rs. ..~ ~ .,. 
nomo Joe '\ 
News \ 
nyPiersq 
I no Goulston 
nifer Fisher 
\" \\ Fri. 
7 am -- Bonomo Joe 
8:30 am --Ne.ws 
9 am -- lenny Piersa 
1 lom-- Documentarv 
12 noon -- Mary' Chris Kenne 
,~:;!~w,.; 13 Pp~-:_ ~,~~~!~inSOn I, 
lew,s ··r' 5 pm~-- News' , ,;: 
Ski ,Report 6 pm -- Ginny Musante' 
ell on Sport 6:30 pm -- What's Doin' 
~Report 8 pm -~ Skip Maloney. i 
Bliss .-Ji 






I.·S (··· .. ··'0 .. · .. ·' .. ·'·"'M" "". ··,I·NG····I I'·,' ;.' " . ,", "'. ' '.'. 
.. " -.. !,/~ . 
.. - april 
\-
'1 ' .. 
.,~' 
Sat . Sun. 
. \ 
! 9 am --Ginny Musante' 9 am-- Sid Tufts 
3,pm -- Gary Atkinson 
,,6 pm ~- Dr. Rock 
6:30 pm -- What's Doin' 
8 pm-- Skip Maloney 
12 noon -- Ginny Musante 
2 pm -- Classical' Series 
3 pm -- Gary Atkinson 
6 pm --Dr. Rock .... 
8 pm -- Skip Maloney 
9 pm -- Fea"tu re 
A\bum of the \N eek 
9:45 \ pm" --Dragnet 
10: 15 -~ Skip Maloney 
~------~~---~---------------~ I 'c 1 
. I 
'II Pick a-song to wakeup to! --. 1 
: April 4-10 7-9 am : 
I .. I ISo~ I I' Artist' I I I I LP I 
I Name' I I I I .• 
' •. • ,-Address I. 
I' . I < I,,~te to be played . . I . ·r·Tim~ to bepJayed; 
.1, 
I Co:tnments . '. 
. .. 
• I I I I I I 
• I Clip and submit to WBIM's enYe~peouts1de COtn~ent cfflee., I I I 
... -- __ . __ --.;.- ------------____ .A, 
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by Richard Tonner 
The fascination and mystery of sensory perception' was realized 
Monday evening as over 500 people filled the SU Ballroom to witness Jim 
Mapes perform and explain his "magical gift." In an approximately 
three hour presentation brought here by the Program Committee, Mr. 
Mapes proceeded to explain his interesting background prior to the 
demonstration in which the student audience participated. Claiming his 
mother was a psychic, he discivered his ability of sensory perception at 
age seven. (He noted that no one could lie to him because he could tell if 
they were). Later in life, he decided to put his talent to work as a 
licensed. practicing hypnotist. A sensory perception specialist from the 
New York area, MI'. Mapes patients seek his ser·vices to aid in such 
things ~s weight loss, to remedy insomnia, to smoking and numerous other 
problems. 
Before a receptive audience filled with awe, Jim performed several 
acts involving several volunteers and the audience as well. One act 
consisted ot Durning 4 out of 5 envelopes, with the fifth contalmng a $20 
bill. Evidently, he chose the correct one. Through hypnosiS, he con-
vinced the contestants they had smoked '~Bombay Green" to get high 
and would stay that wayan hour later. ACTUALLY, the "Bombay 
. Green" was a filter cigarette! The group also laughed hysterically and 
spm:ted tears to scenes he described to them from cartoons and films. 
Later, three females tapdanced to a shrieking audience. The high-light 
of the evening, however; was the burlesque performance by three BSC 
males. To appr{)priate music, the trio performed a dramatic striptease 
under the hypnosis of Mr. Mapes. 
The: audience, animated with laughter and wonderment, wildly ap-
plauded a presentation enjoyed by all. Many students ~came immediate 
celebritieS- and word of the exciting evening remained a prime topic of 
conversation. Filmed live, The Student Union is currently showing the 
performanee on its videotape televisions to large' crowds still amaz~ by 
the ma~ic o£Jim Mapes. , " 
The 1975 AcadelnY Awards 
by Bill Swift 
Monday, March 29,' Hollywood 
held its .wth annual night· of 
nights. This particular night 
was not full of many surprises as 
in p ..... eyar... and although there 
were many things .. wrong witll 
the evening it w~sn't as bad as 
the majority of the recent 
awards ceremonies have been. 
Best Picture as most of you 
'know was won by "One Flew Over 
The Cuckoos' Nest", . the winner 
of the most awards for the night 
(5) . Of the nominees I felt that 
indeed this was the best film 
although: I very strongly believ~ 
that "The Day of the Locust" was 
a far superior film to all the 
nominees. "Cuckoos' Nests' " 
win was a surprise to no one. 
Neither was Jack Nicholsons 
Best Actor award fo r "Cuckoos' 
Nest" . It was a smashing per-
formance and he well deserved it. 
He also had lost four times 
previously (for "Easy Rider, Five 
Easy Pieces", "The Last Detail" , . 
and "Chinatown") , and it is 
ubout time that he won one. His 
closest competition was Al 
Pacino, but he is not very popular 
in Hollywood because of his 
stubborn attitudes. 
\ Louise ~"letchers' win as Best 
Actress for "CUckoos' NestH was 
aguin not surprising. She was the 
favorite right down to : the wire 
with Ann Margrets excellent 
acting job in "Tommy" running a 
close second. In my opinion the 
best l>erformance given by an 
actress had to be that of Karen 
JUnek in uThe Day of the Locust", 
who didn't (!v('n recieve an 
nomination. Thtlt performance 
is one of th(~ best acting jobs I 
have (~ver 5(~(m on film. 
George Hurns' in a sentimental 
victory <He sure didn't rate it for 
his performunce in "'fhe Sunshine 
Boys"), had ),rnctically no 
competition, Again the b('st 
p«'rformnn(~(\ was not 
l'iominated. H(tlH'Y Gihsons 
ph{mnmennl actin/-( joh iu 
"NnshviUc" was far bettm' than 
un}' other. Of tht1 otht'l' 
nomim'sl'l I frlt that tilt> twst 
p(~rformance came from Bnul 
Duurif in "Ontl !,'Iew Over UUl 
Cuckoos Nest". 
The biggest surprise of the 
evening had to be Lee Grants win 
for' 'Shaxnpoo·'. Porsonally .. 'l: 
hated . her performance in the . 
picture. I think shes' an in-
credible actress but I felt she was 
terrible in her characterization in 
this movie .. The front runners for 
the. 'award were Brenda Vac-
caro' in HJacqueline Susanns' 
Once ·.Is Not Enough" and Lily 
Tomlin in "Nashville". I . also 
have figured out why neither of 
them won. Both actresses 
(along with another nominee 
Ronee Blakely in "Nashville" ) 
were from the same studio, and 
the votes were so split between 
them that neither of them won. I. 
was rooting for Brenda Vaccaro 
myseif, as I feel it is more to the 
credit of an actress to be good in a 
bad picture than it is for an ac-
tress to be good in a good picture. 
The Best Director . went to 
Milos Forman, for his directing 
job in "Cuckoos' Nest. This 
marked the first ,~ime a film has ' 
won Best Film, Actor, Actree and 
Director in the same year ~ince 
'IIt Happened One Night " in 1937. 
Of the nominees my preference 
was for Robert Altmans job in 
"Nashville" and I feel that John 
Schlessinger did incredi 'ble 
things with his "The Day of the 
Locust" film and deserved more 
than any of them. 
As far as predictions go I did 
rather well. I only missed four of 
the winners; B [<~ST Supporting 
Actress. Best Song. Best 
Costuming. and Best Adapted 
Score. I was sure that the 
cmmming award would go; to 
Edith Head for the ninth time. 
although I liked what Ray 
Aghayan and Bob Mackie did in 
"Funny Lady". and the award 
went instead to "Bal'ry Lyn-
don". Best song I felt would be 
won by "Theme Cronl 
Mahogany" and h('fl' my choice 
was "'Funny I.adv"s· "How 
I.ueky Can You Get'!", I also 
misst'd "Uarrv Lvndons" vIc-
tury in the ~ Alapt{'d Scm' .. 
t'at .. gor~" and I thought .... "'URRy 
(,ady" would again win {'asHy. 
In the film editing category I 
liked what was done in "Three 
Days of T he ., Condor" but 
"J ... ~'"" aCd'.a:u 'Choe ·coD2.pel:ltioli' 
in this category~ 
I predicted "Barry Lyndons' 
victory in Best Art an Set 
DirectionandBest 
Cinematogatphy. I knew that 
"Dog Day Mternoon"s dynamite 
screenplay would win. Also 
"Cuckoos' Nests" Best 
Screenplay (Adapted) and also 
"Jaws" for its' Original Score. 
The cernlOnies themselves 
were more than a trifle humdrum 
and only rarely came to life. The 
only truly embarresing time was 
wheriever host Robert "Jaws" 
Shaw came on .. The man was 
shitfaced and it showed. A 11 of 
the presenters came out in pairs. 
He introduced ~ 'l'eliy Savalas, 
and forgot all about Jennifer 
O'Neill and Savalas had to in-
troduce her. Then he almost left 
the stage without having named 
Ben Johnson after giving him an 
introduction and added the name 
as he was leaving the stage" as 
sort of an afterthought. 
a And the winner • 1S ••••••• ; •••. 
Needless to say,'he made a fool sing "America theBeautif~I". It 
of himself and HOLLYWOOD IS was an e"e.r.~jse .in increilibJ;y 
STILL TALKING ABOUT IT.' bad tasCEh: So; although' the: 
The'·· ,other :c6~hosts::" Walter'" .' sur:Pl'js~~werep:f~Wlf!ttli~'!!~d':;~!'.. 
Matthau, Gene Kelly tand Golie-" mistakes' incredible . gOo(s,~ 'and ". 
Goldie Hawn and Georg, Segal; errors "in judgement Jor ";'a11 . 
all acted far 'better than Mr concerned _ it wasn't a bad 
Shaw and as a whole they 
handled their jobs rather well. show .......... ln comparison with 
There was one really out- the other ceremonies of past 
years. The next set of ,awards 
standing acceptance speech; will be tlie Tony Awards which' 
Louise Fletchers'. Crying she 
accepted the award saying will definately be a far superior 
things like "I love your hating show to the celluloid awards 
me" (To those who don't know show (It always . is). It wlll be 
she played a sadistic bitch in broadcast on April 12. Early 
Cuckoos' Nest")· Then she Prediction: Watch for "A Chorus 
. "spoke" to her parents in sign Line" torecieve Best Musical 
language thanking them and and Donna McKechnie to· get 
telling them how she felt at that Best Atress in a Musical for the 
moment. (Her parents are Deaf-
Mutes) . It was a very touching 
s~ene. tThe entire everiing was 
copped of by two time A,cademy 
Award winner Elizabeth Taylor 
(Butterfield 8, and "Whos' 
Afraid of Virginis Woolf?") 
coming onstage to deliver 
filmlands version of a Bicen-
'tennial minute and sked ( an!! 
got) the entire to stand up and 
same show. . .. 
« 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. : ................................. ~ 
• • 




: Does, )tour pen fall asleep_ on you? : 
• • 
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• · · I • : wrIte ess ••• worry less. : 
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• •••• r or ever .• 
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jf'ourtttn !ltar~afttr 
by BU! SwJft 
"Whos' Afraid fo Virginia 
Woolf?" first openen. on 
Broadway in 1962. The aftermath 
was devastating. Audiences were 
shocked by the plays strong 
language and its sexual im-
plications. Shocked but 
fascinated. The play was an 
unqualified success and won 
several Tony Awards, including 
Best Play. My own previous 
experience with the play was 
several viewings of the film 
version made in 1966 and the 
version I acted in in high school. I 
loved the show them and 
although this prodUction was not 
what I expected it to be I still love 
hous~. Their fight s culminate in 
bizarre realizations of truths on 
the parts of all i!l the house, none 
of whom will ever be the same' 
again. 
She met the challenge extremely 
well. Her Martha was softer and 
less bitch~ than Taylors and it 
was' well done. Ben Gazzara 
intoxicated than the films' 
character and she let things 
bounce off more easily. Richard 
Kelton also did a commendable' 
job as Nick. His brashness and 
and the final act .was stright 
drama. It was -an interesting 
combinati9n and the effect was 
tremendous. 
it. ' 
The play is the saga of Martha 
iand, George, a middle aged 
couple, who have a peculiar love-
hate relationship. \ Martha 
(Colleen Dewhurst) th~ 
foulmouthed voluptuary comes on 
as a raucus domineering bitch. 
George, (Ben Gazzara) is a low-
key character who has allowed 
Martha to wear the pants in the 
family ..... untH this night. They 
invite a young couple into the 
house for a night of conversation, 
games, baring of souls and '{,I.I ' 
poison. Nick (Richard Kelton) is ,II!/.' 
was excellent. I had not expected 
a young ambitious professor at I~¥i/ 
the college where George is also a .... --
professor and Ma'rthas father if Colleen Dewhurst is a great it from him as I had been 
the president of that university, actress and she certainly had her decididly underwhelmed by his 
and he will do anything to get to work cut out ofr her in creating performances on film. He gave 
the top. His wife Honey,(Maureen the character of Mar~ha .. Elizabeth a storng portrayal and was very 
Anderman) is a mousy little Taylors Oscar wmnmg per- good. Maureen Anderman 
woman ,,:;who,; is:: afraid,· of,,,,' fo.rmancein the film ver:sion .was lik~wiseahd her ,work cut out 
evet,y,fuingc and·'keeps<ever-~h~ ''-' Wlt1}Qtlt".~ d@upt,., ,th~ ~E}~t;, ,pe~-: '> for;"h~"""t .• ~~4ve .. ~~"YJi •. s....A~y. 
she feels inside of l'ler;, arid by,' the formance;":I ,~haveeven, seen· .an i' Dennis electric performance in 
time that she arrives at the party ;actress glv~.,De~hurst h.ad to the film versiQn would be hard 
she is bombed out of her mind. overcome th,l'S by mterpretmgthe to' do. She too. gave the role a 
The arrival of the guests begins p~r.t another':way whol'e' still still different interpretation than had 
the action and George and Martha gIvmg a strong enough per- previously been done. ~his time 
start theri battle for control of the formance as the role demands. Honey was a great deal more 
cold ambition were far better 
pronounced than when George 
Segal tackled the role. 
This incredible playwas 
directed by the author Edward 
Albee, himself. I . never sa w the 
pI;l.Y,·~she' .I>ic~re~jt ,._ I pever 
saw.it as anythmg oWer than. a 
straight drama. The first act was 
played as broad comedy. A lot of 
the double entendres I had 
previously missed become clear 
to me. The second act was a 
mixture of comedy and drama, 
The set was the bes! one I had 
ever seen. It was a stylized set 
and it had black rna terial hanging 
all aroung it to give an eerie 
quality to the play. The script is 
biting and brilliant. I can 
definately state that it is the best 
American play I have ever seen. 
It is Albees bese play· and will 
definately be ,acclaimed as a 
classic ip American Thea tre. 
The costumes were interesting 
and one outfit in particular, one 
that Martha changed iJ)to in the 
. first act; a yellow and green 
. atrocity fitted perfectly with the 
script. 
There were a couple of things 
thl;lt bothered me about 'the play 
however. The scene where 
George brings a gun in and shoots 
it at Martha to reveal an um-
brella was altered. The umbrella 
was changed to a flag (I would ah-
zard a guess that it was used to 
honor the Bicentenial) and 
the scene had. nowhere near- the 
same impact that it had an film. 
The lighting was also not 
especially good. There were 
shadows all over the set that 
should have been eliminated, . 
Unfortunately. for Boston" 
"Whos' Afraid of Virginia-
Woolf?'" has already left for 
Broadway and it opened th~re on 
Tuesday. It willprobably be as 
much of a :success as it was 
fourteen years ago. It was an 
~nredible - productian 'a'nd its 
lInpact after aU -these yea.rs is . 
undeniable. I only wish that there 
were ~many more produc-
tions as go· od as this one. "Whos' 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf/" was an 
experience I will not soon forget. 
Gary Thomas In One Man Art Show 
<:-A.MIGOS: 
Add these words to your basic vocabulary 
now, whether or noeyou're planning a trip 















Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe 
an informed consumer is an 
informed consumer. 
Gary Thomas came to 
Bridgewater State four years ago 
very unsure of what he wanted to 
do for the next four years. Being 
fond of any form of creative ex-
pression, he majored in theatre 
for the first two years here. (You 
may remember the unicyclist in 
"Carnival", a 1973 BSC produc-
tion. ) He wrote some poetry and 
drew a few graphics, 'all of which 
were published in the colleges 
literary magazine. He received a 
$25.00 award for his graphics 
contribution to the Conceit. 
After two years, the Art Major 
opened its doors to Bridgewater 
,students, something we didn't 
have before. Gary changed his 
major and began establishing 
himself as a painter and an Art 
Educator, the first of ihi kind t( 
graduate from Bridgewater State' 
College. Gary wanted to ac-
complish something of high 
signifigance while he was here at 
Bridgewater and undertook an 
Independent Study under the 
direction of Dr. Stephen Smalley, 
chairman of the new art depart-
ment. The Independent Study 
entailed a completion of his 
paintings and a compilation of all 
his art work from the past several 
years to be put on exhibition at 
The Clement C. Maxwell Library. 
"Having a one-man show," he 
said, "is like an author having his 
first book published. He gains 
respect as an author as I hope to 
gain respect as an artist, not only 
from people in the field of art but 
also respect from my peers. I am 
confident that my work wiJI I:>e 
appreciated, even by those not 
familiar with art." 
Gary is primarily interested in 
painting. His paintings are large 
and relate to his personal being 
which he expresses through the 
world of Surrealism and Fantasy. 
Gary feels that everyone has one 
of these worlds. It's just a matter 
of bringing it out into the open and 
getting it down on paper, or on a 
piano, or on a canvas with a 
brush. It's from this inner-world 
Gary reaches for his ideas when 
he begins to paint. He doesn't see 
why everyone con't dig into this 
source and make permanent the 
final product of a creation. 
HPainting," he states, ICis not only 
a means of expressing myself but 
also a means of relaxation for me 
in the sense it gives me more time 
to think about myself and find out 
what I am all about. The images I 
create force me to contemplate. I 
become obsessed with the image 
until I come to an understanding 
of what the image means to me 
and how 1 relate to that image. I 
feel everyone will accomplish this 
upon viewing my work, maybe 
not the first time, but you'll keep 
looking until somehow the 
painting gives you an answer." 
His drawings are of a similar 
Surrealistic style and date back to 
his pre-college years where his 
experience with art began. 
Beginning with the year 1968 and 
following up', to 1976, this makes 
his exhibition at the library a 
retrospective. It's interesting, to 
see his work trom the beginmng 
and watch how it has matured 
over the years. 
His works of art will be on 
exhibition at The Clement e.", 
Maxwell Library (third floor 
foyer) beginning this Wednesday 
evening, April 7th thru May 4. 
Gary Thomas 
The reception will be at *8:00'p.m.' 
on April 7th. Wednesday is an off 
night so everyone is invited to 
attend. Come and find out just 
how central Art can be to your 
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Record Review: 
Incredible Crypts 
SOME SUBMURGED FINDINGS 
by Maura CUrley Bostdorf . ~ . . ' 
Almost three hundred years have passed smce the infanous ~alem 
witch trials (1692) and information is now being brought to the publIc eye 
which could shed some light on that devastating decade. In a story 
published in te morning edition of Wednesdays Globe, it is .stated. that 
"IJrugs Not Demons were probably r~sponsible for the hysterIcal epISode 
of accusations and executions that shook the early North Shore Com-
; munity." It is the contention p! Linda .caporeal, a Califo:ma 
• psychologist, and others who have mdulged In careful research mto 
early New Englands agricultural practices~ that the peoples o.f Sale?I 
were, during that period, getting subst.antial dosages of hallucmogemc 
fungus in their bread. (The fungus mentioned is Ergot and grows on Rye 
seed). This fungus could well have been the precipitating fact r in the 
origin of the S'alemitess suspicions concerning the "Brew-ha" then was 
all about ..... .. 
A Philadelphia , clothing merchant is urging the adoption of an. "Un-
'BLOW BY BLOW' with Jeff Beck 
derwear Index' as a barometer of the nations economy. According to 
Sam Bortnick, owner of Bortnicks' Dept. Store, the price of underwear is 
one.fof thebest indicators of economic stability. Sam says in a story 
printed in Earth News that "the price of both Mens and womens un-
derwear has doubled during -the last three years, and that more price 
increases are on the way." Heis also quoted as saying "First they took 
off the shirt of the working mans back, now they're taking the underwear 
'by Daniel Bostdorf 
Jeff~eck is unmistakably, one 
i of the fmest guitarists that has 
evolved from the Chuck Berry -
B.B. King - Eric Clapton - Duane 
Allman legacies. Beck is second 
only to Mahavisharu and Joh 
McLaughlin whet' it comes to 
technical execut.~ 6Irt."f modal 
scale lines and p:0.ag~s. 
However, Beck far exceeds 
McLaughlin in the area of 
melody construction 
developement. and restatement' 
. Side one o~ the album opens up 
WIth a strIctly commercial 
sophisticated, musically bound~ 
rock tune. It's only a ~arm up 
for one's ears. . !The title is 
ca. "~ed, "you' . 
Know What I Mean." 
Next,. . "'She's A Woman?' a 
rather light h~ted, fun '~\ 
joyous statement about a woman 
Beck's use of a phase shifter' 
octive divider and wa-wa is of 
great interest. The most im-
p~rtant aspect is the voice input 
WIth the Wwa-wa and of course 
Beck's .b~autiful melody line 
about 2 Immutes into the piece. 
The next cut is entitled 
"C~ns~pated Duck." Hearing is 
B~lI~VlDg!! B~in~ on the prunes? 
(Blower" is next up. Ob-
~), . 
off his behind ..... 
Top ranking officials of the Dept. of Transportation it, bas also 
viously, this a trIbute to the ex':' know why Beck h ,as them WIth been reported in Earth News spend thousands of taxpayer dollars each 
cellant recording studio that has him. Max M. ddleton gives us thk year to entertain influential members of Congress, and to vcovide them 
province 'such a magnificent great. keyboards again, com- with free transportation." According to an investigation by the thr 
album. AirBlower rustles mercIal bound-rock. ~ 'Washington Star, the money comes from a twenty-seven dollar fund 
through you with a: familar "Freeway Jam" a 6/8 over 4/4 aearmatked for offiCial reception and representation ex-
British sounding th(r:e with feel, opens with a long in- penses. Howsthat for cab & bus fare. 
American electronic in- troduction, setting the mood for Television night time king Johnny Carson has just awon a recent 
novations. Max M,rddleton's wha~ is ~o come. The r~ythmn battle with NBC. It seems Johnny objected to the networks postponing 
keyboarsds are of great note ~ie~tio~ IS reallr unbelIevably of his Tonight Show because of the recent Priamries. No longer will NBC 
here. Without M ddleton, Beck g t. '-!' e I?elody IS ~pen and free be. able to postpone his show more than one-half hour. If the show starts 
would have great difficulty. Tbe ;oundmg lik~ travelIng down~ a ,one minute later than midnight on a primary nigt then the show will not 
od.d 9/4 meter in the Bridge reeway or In some op~n space. t e next performance. Oh, the power of omnipotent Nielsons. Un 
mIght throw you. As you might ;~~we~er, th~ t~affIc starts fortunately, that was not NBCs' only headache. To date it has paid over 
expect, the best is yet to come in lo~~ng A~avl an a1. hell breaks $500,000 for a nw logo. (Nebraska had the identical logo copy 
the final selection. of sis de one. d . d °h course IS tastef~lly tea some weeKS before and now they wanta n they can get out of 
INneredible mel(dic seaUe lines one .an as a breathtakmg it ........ ~. 
rf I ' effect on the ear CI t h . . . powe u chord structures '. ose:r: ? orne, In BrIdgewater It ahs been ;'reported that a cat called 
and most of all, George Martin'~ N 'ow to the bIt 1 f' tOOk (WJOIS actually a seven month' Id kitten) has won a FGKA Award 
orchestral. Deve101pment of a so u e y . mE~ (For the~fastes tgrowing kitty), P,ook weighs a modest 27 ponds and is 
'. ~~:ir~~i~~~~b~~::~~ ~ii;iey-r,}~~~~o.~t~e~s~~t~,~l~~l~~~; ::sa~~~~~~;~~e~,~ll, ands,peaks a~~t~:~~:~i~,;,~~~ii~!·c.,~~:~ldJhl~ ~.~a" ~.~ -~ex~ustiiiglfs1:ening experience. .....:u,~ ~ tm~1iliIg of April Fool ~ GIL Bli .- - --SIde two opens with an in- developement, rhythm:h' are ih s a:e-Gll' 'II . t., ~,' ,'. ss's·~p,~~9!!>Pl:J:ti{~~~J~OCc\lpies,this 
,"credibly beautiful song called total balance. :'It bl'ingsshivers ffrma; IS we t~IS ~eek. an wro~E\ ~ou~d~h,Qu*.(l)p~~romthe·in~ "C~use we'.~ve ended as Iovers."~ andsighstothesoul . "Dia d . Y as be promIsed mlast weeks column). The-strange question I~ IS a ve~ emotionally moving Dust" is the title .. 'ONne %~~t remams;, h~wev~r, as to the "presen.t whereabouts of Gils' clever 
pIece. It will mean many things listen to this' cut a dozen or more ~Olu~nf ~~l claIms to have dropped It off at press time ( 3:45 
to many people. This is the finest times to apprieciate the absolute ,'n:tr:cea f ~~;h barre~s, drawers, baskets, and peoples pockets show 
example of Beck's bel'ng ~ beauty that is being~performend t RO IdSbscratc y scrawl. ..... l HopefuJly next week it will 
Th
' . .. urn up, oun a out ..... lli~~~~gu~~~~ . ~~~~m~~oo~ .... ----------------________ J 
cecution. mon~mental m the history of 
. ~':Th~o_nil!s" opens up with mUSIC: BEAT BY BEAT, 
d~ lrummer Richard Bailey and measure by 
bassist Phil Chenn letting us of mceasure, song:. by by song, ~ iand 
ourse .Blow by Blow. ~ 
. College student discount 
tIckets are available for .per~ 
formances of the Boston 
Banet aftJ:te Music Htill; March 4-
-6 at 8 p.m. ., 
ballet choreographed 
by Stuart Hodes. 
Guest conductor of the Boston 





The March series includes 
th~ee ballets be George Ba]an-
chme, Artistic 
D~rector of 'the New York C't Ba~let. They include "Stars a~~ 
StrIpes," 
Irving, Music Director of the New 
York. City Ballet--Balanchine's 
company. 
Discount prices for college 
students range from #$9.50 to 
$3.50, for tickets 
, i 
Ensembl~ Theatres final· .. production; Ah, Wilderness has been 
by the Dlrecto~ Prof. Robert Friedman. Production is now underw 
and t~e pl~y ~I11 run from April 28- May 1. The show is a come~y depic~mg hfe m the early vart of th"is centvry. It should be an iJ. 
teresting shew and a great topping to the Enseble Theatres' trul 
remarkable year. y 
CAST 
~at. Miller ................................... Hank Woronicz 
ssle.~ ...................................... Ann Britton 
~~~ur ....................................... Mark Pawlak 
Ml.~ ard ...................................... Mark Cartier 
1 dredd .................................... Donna Kane 
T~mmy ...................................... Joe Mullaney 
~~d ............................................ Jeff Entwistle 
dy: ......................................... Karen Hantzes 
~av~d McComber/Salesman .......... Pat Barnes 
une!. ..................................... Michele Pecoraro 
Wint. ......................................... Mike Norton 
Belle •........................................ Cindy Wilcox 
Nora ......................................... Judy Bergeron 
'qartender .................................. Jim Hinds 
, I "The Four Temperaments" d 
"T h 'k ' an 
.. c al ov~~y Pas de Deux." 
."'~ In addI~lO~, the March 4 
. ': rogr~m wIll mclude the World 
. remlere of Ron 
JCu?ningham's "Symphony f 
Strmgs " dr' or "~-' ' a amatIc modern 
regularly priced $12.50 to $4 
Ticket vouchers may be p~r­
chased at the BSC 
Information Booth. 
A?ditional information may be 
obtamed by calling the Boston ~ 
Ballet, 542-3945. 
FL'YING PIZZA 
TeJephone 697 -8631 
Bridgewater delivery only 
Tues.-Sun. f5:00-11 :OOt 
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AFRO-AM TALEN'!' SHOW 
by Brian LJbby 
On. March 24, the Afro-
AmerIcan Society presented its 
annua~ talent show. The turnout 
for ~hIS. event must have been 
,gra.ttfymg for the Afro-Am 
SOCl~ty .. It is unfortunate that the 
eyem~g Itself was not. Under the 
dIrection of Skip 1)ixon and Jerry 
Kates the audIence witnessed a 
performance which lacked the 
prepara Uon and organiza tion 
necessary for a professional 
show. Be it the Perplexed look on 
the master of ceremonies face 
when he did not recall the per-
form~rs name,' or the visual 
v~lIemg of the piano and 
mlChro.: ,phones from one sIde of 
the stage to the other. Were they 
ever in the correct place at the 
right time? 
"BSC'th " 
. . . s eme, sung by Lee 
AtI~s, was received well by the 
audIence. However, the highlight 
Of. the evening was Venessa 
WIlson, who is pleasing to one's 
ears as she is to their eyes. 
Venessa exhibited her ver-
satility as an aU around per-
former in a dance number with 
F~o Fisher, Pam Rosary, Cheri 
~mton and Janis Larkin. These 
fIVe fine women moved to a disco 
'beat with the excellent percision 
of a chorus -line. Maureen 
Hyland; Julie Merrill and Jean 
Sarson offered another creative 
~nd imag~ative dance, however, 
It was ObVIOUS that Jean needed 
work on her timing. Credit must 
be given, to a talented man behind 
,t11.e scenes, Jack King. For 
WIthout a talented Disc Jocke,y 
what can a dancer do? Thanks to 
In regards to talent, it is a' 
pleasing thought to know that 
B.S.C. contains such talent, that 
with a little cultivation, could 
bloss\on into some fine per-
formers. Though diverse, the 
talent was adequate. Particular 
note must be made of the' 
remarkable singing 'ability ,of'.' 
Susan Hoyle and Nancy Blair in 
; ult We 0hly Had Love;'" Equally 
good performances were given 'by 
Liz and Lynne, and Jerry Kates. 
'j 
Jack's outstanding ability one did 
not discover the answer to this 
question. While dealing with 
: sound, two men deserve ample 
credit. They are Bill Forbush and ' 
Greg Carchy. Establishing that 
they were good accompanists, 
they went on to show that they 
, were also fine solo performers. 
It is unfortunate that the at-
. tempted sional attitude 
exhibited by the Singers dancers a~d pianists could not' be main: 
tamed by the comedians and 
several members of the audience 
Ron Rossi and Dennis Ryder, a~ 
wen as Bob ,Felori and Steve 
Crowley with their 50's parody 
could only have pleased the 
simple minded that were not 
turning to ask the person beside 
the~ just what was going on. 
~rhe Capone's Wolfman Jack 
Jmperson~tion was good! 
However, ,If the highlight of his 
act was th~ dropping of his ,pants, 
enough saId about his talent. 
N,ever-the-Iess, the shorter 
comIC routines as "The Invention 
of the Bump" as performed by 
Flo Fisher, Howard Beatt Cheri 
Hinton, Kwong Szeton, C~rmond 
Veale and Joe Dipasquale 
am.used the audience, as did the 
tram.and the ~m skit witb the 
\ ' 
addition of Christine L. Gomes, 
Artie Capone and TaU Paul Gray. 
The night ended on a good note 
for those who stayed to ~njoy it. 
The B.S.C. Stageband under the 
'direction of Prof. Ganon, per-
formed some enjoyable songs. 
Il <>'Iioih.< """Itula offanag""""f (!o, 41. NORTH TUum .... VENUIE OfUHGIi, CAUP'OftNIA au • ., 
f7t . ., .31_."20 
. Jose Feliciano ,to play B S C 
J'his April 7th at Spm at the 
stu~nt union auditorium one of 
the worlds top entertainers and 
greatest guitarists will be ap-
'lPJtrim:r 
was at the age of nine and 
progressively he worked hi~ way" 
from Greenwhich village' smokea 
filled coffee hOUses to the ultimate 
concert experiences of ·:Carnegie' 
Jose Feliciano whose guitar hall and the Greek theatre. 
artistry is part Spanish,part part Not only is Jose a great per~ 
jazzy, part rock and wholly former, demanded by artists such 
unique has received thirty two as John Lennon and Joni Mitchell 
gold records and two grammy to work on sessions,but he is also 
awards ( one for best new ar- an accomplished composer and 
tist,one forbest male con- lyricist. He has written scores for 
temporary pop vocal performer) movies and telivision including 
for his song LIGHT MY FIRE. the theme for CH -ICO AND THE 
Blind from birth, Jose . was MAN 
Despite the technical flaws and 
the overall amateurism. the. 
Afro-American Society received 
the turnout ,they . wanted; ,the' 
musical from the ~ge of threel:the Anyon~ ~ho knows wha,t truly 
development of hIS talent never : good.musI~ IS all about won t want 
, being handicapped by his blind- to miSs thIS concert only a week 
nes~. This first public appearance from today. 
perforers got a chance to show 
their stuff, and the audience had 




, Boston Ballet, is presenting 7.oo,4.00,and 3.00. For College 
'; "Sleeping Beauty" on April 8,9, Studnent Discount Prices: $9.50, 
10, at,8 p.m. Thursday, Friday, 7.50, 4.50, 4.00, and 3.00. Order 
Saturday and April 11, at 2:30 tic~e.ts through Studet Union 
p.m. at The Music Hall. Ticket InfoFstl'lantion Booth. 
Prices are $12.50. 10.50, 
SCHOIARSIHP INFORMATION 
N-oss. board of higher 
educaticn scholarship 
Renewal applications for the 
MBHE Scholarship are in the 
Financial Aid Office and are 
waiting to be signed by student 
applicants. The renewal cards 
will be forwarded to the 
Scholarship Office on April 15, 
1976, so it is important to take 
care of this task promptly. 
bsc scholarship 
Applications for the Martha 
Denison Rondileau Scholarship 
now being accepted by the 
ty Wives Club of 
8rild2'E~water State College. The 
award will be presented at 
lIonors Awards on May 9, 
to a woman student in her 
ISolph"mc)re or junior year, and 
Iseliection will be based on the 
scholastic record,extra-
curricular activities, and 
financial need. 
Letters of application may be 
brought to the office of the dean of 
students or sent to Mrs. John 
Jahoda, President, Faculty Wives 
Cl~b, 74, Crescent Drive, 
Bridgewater, Mass., 02324, no 
later than 5:00 p. m. on Tuesday, 
April 13, 1976. 
1he Henry F. Werner 
scholarship 
DONATED BY 
fHE BRIDGEWATER STATE 
COLLEGE POLICE 
ASSOCIATION The Henry F. 
Wer~er;;! Scholarship, in the 
aniountof$100.00 will be given t9 
one student requirl~g financial 
aid to finish hislher education: 
All students presently enrolled 
at Bridgewater State College as 
Freshmen, Sophmores. or Juniors 
are eligible to compete .. 
Applications may be obtained 
at the Campus Police Station. 
All applications must be 
returned to the Campus Police 




A. Weygand, President of the 
Bridgewater Alumni Association, 
has announced that twenty-five 
Alumni Scholarships and six 
Grants-in-Aid will' be awarded to 
students at Bridgewat~r State 
College in May of this year. Dr. 
V. James DiNardo, Treasurer of 
the Alumni Association, has in-
dicated that the First Annual Dr. 
Henry Rosen Scholarship of $250 
will be awarded at this time. All 
other scholarships and grants-in-
aid will be in the amount of $100 
each, amou,!,ting to a total 
assistance program of $3,250. 
The scholarships and grants-
in-aid will be awarded from the 
following funds:< 
S. ELIZABETH POPE FUND 6 
Scholarships 6 Grants-in-Aid 
MILDRED LEE CANFIELD 
WILBUR SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
3 
HOWARD WILBUR 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND ,5 
Scholarships 
OWEN B. and ESTHER T. 
KIERNAN SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 2 Scholarships 
ISABELLE DUARTE 
MESQUITA FUND 2 Scholar-
ships 
ARTHUR C. BOYDEN CLASS OF 
1915 FUND 1 Scholarship 
JEANNE F. DOHERTY 
CLASS OF '1961 FUND 1 
Scholarship' 
DR. HENRY ROSEN 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 1 Scholarship 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 4 
Scholarship~ 
Application forms which must 
be submitted by Thursday, April 
15, 1976, may be secured in the 
Office of Financial Aid, the 
Alumni Office, or the Student 
Union - Director's Office. The 
formal presentation of 
ship awards will be made 
Annual Meeting of the 
Association on Saturday, 
, 15, 1~76. 
delta kC1pJX1 901 .1. Kl 
schoIaship 
Kappa Chapter of Delta Kappa 
Gamma International, a society 
of woman educators, is pleased 
announce that a scholarship in 
amount of $100 will be """<>""~,,,,..J 
an underclass woman 
who is currently planning a 
career in education. Applicants 
should ,show potential for 
distinctive service in the field of 
education as well as earnestness 
of purpose and loyalty to 
responsibility. ' 
Applications may be obtained 
from the Chairmen of the 
Departments within the Division 
of Professional Educa tion or from 
Prof. Martha Jones, Educational 
Services Department, Scholar-
shio Chairperson. All ap-
plications must be submitted by 





No, no! It's pleistocene, pliocene, 
MIOCENE. What's your major, 
anyhow? El. Ed.? . , . It figures . 
Minerals identified, minimal 
charge, minimal accuracy. See 
Scott (Geology Labs'). 
Sony str-6036A Receiver 15 wi 
Chan RMS THD .8%. 2.2 IHF 
Sensitivity, 2 yrs. Warranty left, 
excellent condition. Best offer. 
Call 5837379. 
wanted 
Ideas & Talent & Help Wanted! 
Bring any of the above to the 
Closed Circui t T. V. station and let 
us produce your program. No 
experience is needed. (Located 
next to the green room on the first 
floor of the S. U. ) 
housing 
Need roommates for summer 
residence on the Cape. Nice 
house in Dennisport, 1/2 mile 
from beach. Cost is approx. $450. 
per person for season. If in-
terested see Peter in 514 Great 
Hill or leave note in Box 444 
Durgin. 
snea 
SNEA will sponsor a workshop 
entitled PHOTOGRAPHY IN 
THE CLASSROOM on Saturday, 
April 3, from 1 pm to 5 pm in the 
Ballroom. This workshop, 
conducted by Workshop for 
Learning Things, Inc. is FREE 
for everyone. No past ex-
perience is necessary so come 
and enjoy! Limit is 30 on a first 
come, first served basis. 
A radio show sponsored by SNEA 
will be aired on our own WBIM 
starting this Sunday, April 4 at 
6:00 pm. Tune in to hear about' 
certification requirements, 
Nancy Gilmore (president of 
MTA), and many more! ! 
Classilied 
Circle heading: 
early childhood ed 
The Early Childhood Learning 
Center, BSC, is now accepting 
applications for enrollment in 
Sept. 1976. The Center serves 
children of students, staff, and 
faculty on part or full time basis. 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
conducted by Early Childhood 
specialists. Reduced rateds, for 
full time students. Ages 21/2 - 6. 
An equal opportunity program. 
Contact director between 9 and 3. 
697-8321, x 406. 
announcement 
In the midst of all else, we would 
like to share with you the hap-
'piness of this special moment as 
we confirm our intentions for a 
loyal and attentive union in 
marriage. Best wishes to all, 
Patty Farnworth & Jeffrey 
Pozgay. 
personals 
Marc, Don't be embarrassed. We 
love you in spite of it. Linda 
Lovelace & Burnell Woman. P.S. 
Come on over anytime. You're no 
threat to us. Remember the 
pinecon~! ! ! 
To the Teeny-Weenied Gerbil: 
How's your love life'? Your 'little 
gerbil mistress 
I know you think you're the 
Fiddler on the Roof, but get down~ 
----you've been playing with your 
thing too long .. The Carrette::l, the 
Vasellettes, the Pineconettes, & 
the Banana-rettes. 
To Michael--Where did we go 
wrong with you? Telling the truth 
is more profitable than lying. 
Sh"e"it "Daddy" what's comin' 
down? We're concerned--the 
Girls. 
Hey! You know who you are. 
Thoughtful--that's you, and 
thankful--that's me. For you 
always show how nice people can 
be! Thank you ever so much. 
You have a knack for being nice 




For Sale Lost & Found 
Housing Ride/Riders Wanted 
Personal Other. 
I 
Ad to read as follows: 
Classifieds ' are free for all students, 
faculty. staff~ and administration of ·.sse. 
For all others, rates are .05¢ per word. 
Name Pbone 
Address Total EncloselL 
Ma Green: Hope your vacation 
was great. We missed you though 
and it's good to have you back. 
Love, the Kids. 
Bob P. of Malden--You're'a cutie, 
and I know you think these per-
sonals to you are a prank-but 
they're not, and I wish you'd stay 
out of the gym and sit out on the 
steps where I can see you. You 
dQn't need to work out any more, 
believe me, you look just perfect!"; 
you IIbella facha," you. Fly me. 
Your admirer. 
June-bug: The end is almost 
here, and all I can say is "Keep 
, on creating those personal tape 
recordings!" Bye. "Eat baked 
beans" Us . 
Happy April Fool's 21st Birthday! 
"Your friend is your needs an-
swered. When you part from your 
friend, you grieve not, for there is 
no purpose in friendship save the 
deepening of the spirit." Lots of 
love and good wishes your friend 
the hippie. 
Bunny: You're cute, you're 
smart, you're kind, and besides 
you got a great wiggle. Keep up 
your great work on the 
weekends!!! Happy April Fool's 
Day (our Day.) Hugs and Kisses, 
Puppy. 
Oh Kathy, why do you always 
pOut? Don't you know what 
living's about? Just live and don't 
worry, take 'your time, don't 
hurry. You'll be happier, believe 
me, no doubt. 
Mr. Stick--Remember the Fable 
of the Mighty Oak'?, He started out 
a it little nut" too! (But even oaks 
are full-grown by the time they're 
21.) 
To the Fishermen of Room 519: 
Indeed, good tasting tuna is hard 
to find. It is advisable to fish 
more frequently in local ponds. 
Patience and persistarice is the 
Fisherman's greatest tool--
exc.u!i1:iJ;l~ hi"" ,rod' oEc;::ou,rse., 
Jaws--Happy, Birthday! How 
does it feel to be an old lady of 20? 
I really go for older women. "The 
Star" 
Michael-HAPPY BIRTHDAY! ! ! 
What more can I say'? Chuck 
Schnook, the last- five months 
have been beautiful, full of love 
and happiness. I will love you 
forever and ever. The future is 
bright and promising, the sun 
warm. Yours forever, '? '? ? ? 
To Chris~-Thanx for helping me 
out when things were tight. You 
are one of the best. Rah-rah. ,. 
M. K.--I saw IT and I know. 
Tell me --Will it ever 
grow? 
Your Lover, April Fool 
The HGreat" Termite: You'd 
better go crawl back into a wall' 
somewhere, if you don't stop 
. th.reatening Teddy Bear. Signed, 
NICk the Greek. P. S. Termite, 
you're next! 
To the Irish fool on the Hill and 
the Italian fool in Wood-~ 
Remember, we have nothing to 
gain, but everything to lose. 
From the fool in Pope. 
Schmoe: Our kite fell during the 
night. We'll try'again! Thank you 
for getting me out of my bad 
mood! I love you. Schmoze 
To the Hack--Thanks for the 
movies, you jerk. The Big Blow 
must have been funny, huh! YOU 
ARE A SHITBAG. Yours truly, 
Doggy Bag. 
John Denver: Your time is now. 
How is Ma Hand and her 5 
daughters. Keep the good work 
up and you never know where it 
will take you. Girls are fun, too; 
try it you'll like it. The Great 
Termite. P. S. Next week the 
Farmer's Daughter gets plowed. 
N. J.--In you I have found a life-
long friend. Although distance 
may separate us physically, you 
will always be in my heart and 
thoughts. -Moey 
To all my buddies in the right 
corner of the Union: Thanks for 
making 21 a wicked good 
memory. Hanka, remember the 
word. Ray, we're not really 
queer! Love a~d kisses, Crew. 
April Fool's Michael A. It wasn't 
really a joke! ! ! Carmen 
Mobo, Janice; Debby, & Noreen: 
Thanks for the party, the cake, 
and the liquid drugs. Love and 
kisses, Crew 
To the sexy thing'in 402 (G. S.) -I 
,loved those moments in the 
library alone with you behind the 
stacks. I wish your roommate 
would lose some weight cauSe I 
love him, too. I hope someday 
that we may be alone on the beach 
together. Gert. 
Mario: Call P. B. 
Michael, are .you with us or agin' 
.. us? We'd really like to know. Got 
a job? 
~ 
To Big Dawick-Quiero en muga 
de Coca Cola. Have you seen my 
brother Frankie. Dave, how 
much will you give me for my 
motorcycle? Lees all go to 
Smugler's and, shuffle off to 
Buffalo. Remember the fireman 
says, "Don't take drugs." M. AI-
Depression eats away at the soul: 
It is the ulcer of the heart. It 
causes a grayness to envelop all. 
It is more contagious than any 
germ, yet so easy to cure. And he 
that conquers depression, 
conquers life. 
To Ka Ka Ka Kathy--Let's play 
Milles Bornes again, and find out 
how to get the most Koo. . . 
Signed, "Three Shades of J~ed" 
to Gary:"f haveadmfreqyou 
from afar while' driving in my 
Subaru. I enjoyed helping you 
with the test you flunked! 
Remember you owe me a favor! I 
think Ted is a sexy name so let's 
get it on some weekend in my 
Subaru-.:;it's roomy. I hope the 
doctor's talk cured YOUt' Love, the 
Skinny L 
A smile does more for me than 
food on an empty stomach. It's 
worth more than 365 days of-
spring, and yet costs so little. A 
smile warms my heart, and' no 
matter what~ood I'm in, I am 
forced to smile, too. 
To the Lady: Forget 10-4. Go 
with a winner. I fool around. I 
love ya. The EN-101 PHANTOM. 
Happiness' is wine, women, and· 
the Beatles. 
To the shy, cute, blonde who has 
German at 11 and who frequents 
the music lounge, PLEASE smile 
or say hello, I won't bite .. A faith-
ful admirer. P. S. What have you 
got to lose? 
Michael: A vacation sure has 
changed you. Whatever hap-
pened to "Pete's" , 
and our friendship,?,? Odd ... 
Don't you think? Couto, Mulligan 
& California ' 
Ray-~Did you take lessons from 
Boom Boom? 
To the one who is interested: 
Sorry to reply to you so late but if 
you still want to meet me,' be in 
front of the Student Union April 8 
at 11:00. Brain B. from Scituate 
Thanks to all who partiCipated in 
the talent show, and all those who 
came to see the show. You are 
welcome to Afro-American 
~eetings held on Tuesday at 11: 00 
ill the Green Room. Maybe next 
year at the same time we will 
meet again. 
Russ D., G. H.-Do you ever h~LVe 
that "Jump On" feeling, where, _ 
you just need someone? Well, try c 
New7-UP because if you can't get 
it up, this will help. And you need 
help. Shitbag. 
Nat--Life is only a cabaret so 
spend a little time with me 
because whenever I see your 
fabulous face I get a kick out of 
you! From your friend, a woman 
wl10 just Hlikes" you. 
M. O.C. C. T. B.-Miss Breck, pat-
nurd, gawkers, the kid that 
grabbed me, 200 on the doe, the 
"cute" one, sing-a~pap, ... but 
we're just friends!, the big 
switch, you, guys, the old glass of 
ice in the face trick, what a crew, 
the long haired hippie type 
'commie freak, mini Matteo, 
blonde bomber ,and the blonde 
bombshell, Joe's bump, 
sometimes I wonder about my 
associates, bye-bye . . . to be 
cont'd ... again. peep, nips, and 
j~. . . 
To the girl with, the great green 
, comb (302), Thanks for all the 
help in Math, etc. Sorry 1 let you 
down so badly. You're great. (So 
is your comb.) Mariah 
Lee "Hack" P.-Too bad you 
struck out 7 times at the Hill nite. 
I'm sure you could have used your 
toothbrush on your beanbag for 
the same purpose, which is 
"nothing.'" Signed, Shltbag. 
WF (20) seeksWM & WF(50's) 
4/1/76 to trip the· life fantastic. 
Your 1 and only. 
Matteo of Great Hill: We love 
your playboy pillow. How come 
we don't get to see it any more? 
Studying too hard'? Tlle- girls 
:rom lower. 
'Wendy--Remember the Bell Boy? 
Told you I'd put this in. I think 
you're pretty cute, got . to get 
together!:! Re~pond through 
personal, ~. 
'TKthe' guy' ~itli~:the;besfFldrida 
tan oncaIripuS: Welcome back! 
,Come back anytime for another 
Intensive Care Rubdown~ .. Love, 
Efram 
'Leader of the bandL_ I don't need 
to play the "f~eld," let me "tun" 
around with you. Irish eyes. 
The P.P:C. would like to thank all 
those in attendance Sat. nite. 
Hopefully a good f. . . . .. time 
was had by all. Watch for the next 
PPC spectacular. 
To the mole in the hole: 
Don'tgive me no jive-.:. 
I'll meet you at five. 
We can frolic and play 
'Neath the covers all day! ' 
I'll keep you satisfied 
Though I know you're tied. 
Enough of this corn-
Come on over you horn!! 
(In the waterfall-that's all.) 
What more can I say? 
I'm horny today . 
• - -, • < 
Nat: Staring at you in the cafais 
my favorite pastime! Waitinglor 
your signal! Hope we get together 
soonl You know who! 
Psych majors, minors, and' in: ' 
teres ted people: HELP! Come W 
S. U. 2 Tues. April 611 am. We, 
need you) 
musicians 
FOLK AND BLUEGRASS 
MUSICIANS! 
~h~. Middlebury College 
ActIVIties Board is sponsoring its 
Second Annual Folk ,alid 
Bluegrass Festival arid 'Com-
petition in early May, .1976. All 
folk and/or bluegrass nlUsicians 
are welcome. 'Deadline for 
applications is April 10. , 
For complete information 
concerning the Festival and for 
application forms, write to: 
Blugrass Festival, Box C2099 






15 Baseball Bargaining ? 
by Joe Sllv! 
As of this writing, there must be at least 100 major league ballplayers still unsigned. At this time last year' there were 
only about 10 players. Part, of the reason for this is that owners 
and players are. waiting on the 
results of the resetve clause; if it 
continues' at all. Owners now 
> want to give players multi-year 
contracts to protect themselves 
against new revisions of the 
reserve clause while some players want one-year contracts for the same reason (the good 
and young ballplayers, that is). Recently I was meandering my thoughts (that's the only way my 
thoughts work) about how dif-ficult it would be to sign ballplayers, say in the year 2000. Picture yourself in a large 
wood-panelled room. In the room 
behind the fairly large greyish 
metal desk is the owner of a baseball team, a grey-haired man (mostly at the temples) around 
age 55 smoking on a five inch 
cigar. He has much paperwork to do. On one side of the room hangs 
several elaborately framed in-dividual pictures of himself, his 
wife, his two daughters and his pet hamster Maverick. On the 
other side of the room hangs 
several· paintings of famous ballplayers--Ted Williams, Ty Cobb and Bo Belinsky among, 
them. About a few feet away from the owner's desk is a 
cabinet made of gJass displaying his momentos of past years--a baseball, glove, bat, a pound 'of turf,a brown' paper bag and a 
suitcase. Suddenly thee is a knock on' the office door. 
OWNER: Come in. 
The ballplayer comes in with his attorney ready to negotiate for 
a new contract. 
OWNER: Good to see you, gentlemen. 
PLAYER: Mr. Yawkley, I'd like to introduce you to my at-
torney Mr. Kapstein of Kapsteinn, Epstein, Goldstein and O'Brien. The owner and the attorney 
shake hands. 
OWNER: Well, let's get down to business, gentlemen. What are you asking for? 
ATTORNEY: (pulls out long piece of paper) My client would like a lO-year contracg for five 
million dollars, a blue Ferrari 
convertible, a one month all 
xpense paid trip to Hawaii, a s-level home furnished with a fireplace on each floor, and his' 
own chain of steakhouses. 
After five minutes and after the. owner has picked' himself off 
. the floor after fainting he says: 
"Oh"; 
ATTORNEY: Now I'd like to 
FOUR RED SOX TICKETS: 
present to you Mr. Yawkley the 
attributes of my' client. Despite being thirty-six years old my 
client 'has at least ten good years' left in hiin. Despite two chronic knees,,:teIlIlig-!; elbow; 'arthritis" in 
seveiI'tingers ana 20/100 eyesight, 
my client has the body of' a twenty-six year old. My client is 
coming off his best season ever. He batted .226; 14 points above his 
career average and hit 3 home 
runs, one thanks to a bird. So you 
see, sir, we have very good 
reasons to ask for this ten-year 
contract. 
The room is now in silence. The attorney returns to a chair. The owner is puffing on now a two-in~h cigar. The player is. 
wondering why there is a suitcase in the glass cabinet. Then the 
owner after scribbling a few things on a piece of paper, says:,' OWNER: Well, this is what I have to offer to you. In place of a lO-year contract my offer is 6 
months. In place of a blue Ferrari 
convertible my offer is a red 
motor- scooter. In replace of the fireplaces, you can have a flic of 
my hic. And in place of a chain of 
steakhouses my offer is a SAGA hamburger.' , 
PLAYER:,qet rid of the Jast 
thing and I' 11 take 'it. 
OWNE~.ii&D here. 
track time 
Bridgewater State College 
opens its.' 1976 track saeason Tuesday , April 6, at 3p.m. at home against Fitchburg state. ' 
Meets for, the rest . of, the season 
inslude Matches matches against Salem, BfY.ant, Worcester State, Nichols, and Stonehill. 
Sport Questions 
This year BSC will be the host 
school for the mMSCAC Cham-pionship Track Meet. The coach 
and all of the team keying on that date for a big performance. 
tickets (box seats to any game you want). The only thing you have to do is answer the foil wng qUestions. the first person to ".ba;VliaJJ,~he ~Qrrec.t anSWer~ ~jU 
, win. If nobody has all the 
4. What college is Rick Barry from'! 
5. Abarrier was broken on Mrch 2, 1969 in a game the Bruins playedcth~' pengttullt. " 'What ''Waif 
the Barrier? ' 6. When Don Larsen pitched that perfect game in the 195~ wor~d " series who was the oppsmg PIt-
cher who started for the dodgers? 7. Who broke up Wck Wise's no-hitter last year, Juy 2 against the Bl'(~wers'! 
8. Who was the pticl1(~r Bill Mazeraski hit the homerun aff of in the last of the nitnth in the 
their schedule more dates to be fWed 
April 6 - F'itchburg 
April 10- at Salem 
April 14- at Bryant 
April 28- Stonehill 
May 1 " MSCAC 
May 5 -Nichols 
Please do not read this article you will just. be wasting your tillle. It.ll!f Just lit bunch of words that don't make any sense. You 
must have a t l~il$t a h?lf of Qozen lhing~ lo do rIght now. HaVe you brushed your teeth today: Oh, you have, well, then, why don't you read any other artic~e on this page it is better than thIS one, so don't read on ... can't you read ... do I have to insult you for you to go away... okay, your mother 
wears army bootg .. .Igue~s tb~\t didn't work, huh?youre still f(~llding ". I dun't want to M,Ve to ~(.,t tlHsty now ... may a pol~lHiot hutluning hird do d()(F-doo m th{!c glovi' eumpartm«mt of. your Volkswugon , .. 1'hat obVIOusly didn't dn ttl(' trick evt'n thuugh that hast r~mark wa~ pH·tty 
correct answers then the most 
correct ansers and earliest 
recieved will win. If nobody 
enters the contest no one will 
win. The answers to these questions have been herm-
tl'icaUy sealf'd in a mahonnaise iar on Funk and WagnllUs doorstep since nootoday. No Ont' but no one knows the anSWers to tltt'!\(' questions ('xc .'pi me. . . Karlac the Magnlfh~t'nt. . . and IHl'tsihly you. WiUnf"fS <if any) 
,Jfinif'll in the April 15 Issue, 
l-wventh gam{~ of t.ht! 1I)f~) world BSe s · s(!ries .. u~.' the Pirates beat. th(~ Wlrnme. r Yanket's' !. Wh('n was the tWit thrw the 
~\rut\~ ,nnl\'t )tlU n\aUn~ l\~)W thut \'ilU .m' iwd wa~fmg 
tUtU' y,ill'n' .. tuhhmtl 
Al,tll FllHi'4' Thf'ff' IS iHl I'tf 
twit' 111'11' A~tl1nn~ Ul-Pff" I~ a I'!latl·"t til ,·.,I'llt fin' ",umf'Wh~<H' If .. it f!lH~.",t hI ",m inut' R ... ll.&u\ 
til(' (11U'stiOIlS 
\, Who was Hw ('llUunisSIUUt'r fir Prl! 1"wIHmll hi·fun· p.'t .. r HU/dlt,1 
~. Who \\ih tb,· tu"t "I~'t'l·r}.tyh· kidH'! lU 1'1 II !illuihitl!,l 
i \\tlln"lIl*'I' Hit' tu .. t luud,,'uw!! 
t'\t'f' Hi '-'II~W! HlI\\i "UUlIM'hhnn" 
Philad(~l11hia PhilUel w~rt .. in tht' 
World st'rlt·s'? 
10 Whll drovt, in ttw winning nm III til.' ~,.,\,t·lIth ~Hnlf' til tilt> I!m, 
wutld t,t'rh's" 
lIIJ(;()MIN(; IN: !~l~I)IIIJE 
§*'/Jril (, 'It"llli.":~11 ."IOIl,'hi~1 
"/nu'*J'i-lf,t,../,IJurg .""JllfJl 
4';1 7 11l1,,*cf~/Nlll ... !\IHHll.;"~'"riti".J 
1,,,,1 H ~/;tIUU.*,-f:a..,tf·rll ;,\?"u.rl*lIf· 
.__ 1~'('11 ('Id ii-om !"oftlmll or Im'IYlsst' ? 
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By Joe SHv1 
BSC baseball has arrived. 
With the season opener less than 
a week away thre is a touch of 
optimism in the air as 
Bridgewater losing only three 
seniors from last year's tour-
nament squad begin the 1976 
seasQn. A record number of 
candiidates tried out for the 
team this year. Practice began 
March 1, with a week and a half 
interruption at the spring break 
Last wekend on both saturday 
and Sunday the Bears travelled 
to the .~ ed Williams baseball 
camp in Lakeville to scrimmage 
Brandei s College. Despite losing 
all four games (which is bard~ ly 
meaningful) these games did 
well to get an idea for the 
coaches and captains in the 
trimming of the squad which 
happened to .be an in-
surmountable job. The talent on 
this year's squad is very much 
competitive because it is so 
even. No one candidate stood out 
over another candidate at the 
sanie position. For instance, it 
will be Lee Philips starting out at 
first base for the-season opener 
but there were three very Capable 
pCQPle Ilsht.\n15 "",,""h-hi.xn. ..... r.-u..e 
job. At second base. is the in-
vincible co-captain Bob Rossetti 
who was hard-pressed by Steve 
Hakes. 'At--SHORTSTOP. 
DESPITE AT PRESENT A 
SORE SHOULDER, WILL BE 
Art Morgan, with Steve Gallant 
on his heels. On the third base 
side there is a toss up as two 
veterans, John Bogannam and 
Jack Day. are battling for the 
job. In the outfield returning 
veterans are Danny Bettencourt, 
Mike O'Neil and co-captain John 
Rull. Rookies are Joe Higgins 
who look/ed good n the scrim-
mages and Bob Spinney. The 
catchers are Senior Doug 
Woodworth and Jim Chlvarolt.. 
If there is one weakness on the 
team is depth of pitchers. The 
Bears will be carrlying 8 pit,· 
ehers, three southpaws. Wayne 
Hall. Dan Beksha DaveMoretto 
and Mike Diodati are returning 
from last year. All in all it _will' 
be a tournament year again for 
the Bears barring injuries 
especially to the pitching staff. 
BATTING AROUND-- The 
Bears will scrimmage at Nor-
theastern Saturday before 
,opening up the regular season 
Wednesday at Legion Field. 
against Mass 
Maritime at Ipm ... Kevin 
G,,..l.Lagh,,,,r ...... U1 coaeh the .JV 
squad ... The early games tllis 
season will be against tough 
competition ... 
MENS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION' 
BOARD ELECTIONS 
, will be held on Tuesday April 13. 
The polls will be opened from 9AM 
to 3PM in front of the books tore-
Those men interested in ~unning 
Cllll pick up twmination papers in 
Mr. Swenson's office in the gym., 
Nomi1lJ1tion papers are due Apr.il 9. 
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ENS STREET HOCKEY 
MONDA Y APRIL 5 4: 15 - Packrats vs. Maple Street Leafs 
Alpha Wild Pigs vs. ,Waterballs 
6:00 :.. F .. troop vs. Kappa Crows 
_Holmes Headaches vs. Surgeons 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 74:15 - G_ona,;Is vs. Surgeons 
MENS SOFTBALL 
Holmes Headaches vs. Clinic 
6:00.~ Kappa Crows vs. Waterballs 
-Waterats.vs. Razorbacks 
-',' For schedule refer to b-ulletin board in gym 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
THURSDAY APRIL 1 6:30- QP'S~s. Killers Elite 
3rd Base vs. Cheesecakes . 
7: 3(iRat pack vs. Bruisers 
Antea-tersvs. Hot Tunas 
:, 8':30 .. Odd iV~~e* vs~ Happy Hoopars' 
Woodchicks vs. Green·Machine 
.9:30 .. Dynamos vs. Grasshoopers 
Them vs. TWWT 
MONDAY APRIL 5 6:3-0 - 3rd Base vs. Warriolrs 
Fliptops ·vs. Spazoids 
7: 30 - Odd Women vs. Bruisers 
Woodchicks vs. 86ers 
8:30Dyna~os vs.Hoi Tunas 
. TWWT~ vs. FIBscos 
TUESDAY APRIL 66:30 - 3rd Base vs. Spazoids 
Woodchicks vs. QP's 
7:30 .. Space Shots vs. Green Machine 
Anteaters vs. Grasshoopers , 
8:30 - Hot Tunas vs. Essence 
86ers vs. Basketcases 
9-:30 .. Fliptops vs. Ratpack 
Bruisers vs. Cheesecakes 
WEDNESDA Y APRIL 7 6:30 .. Ratpackvs. Hooptfrs ' 
Dynamos vs. TWWT 
7:30 .. Fliptops vs. 3rdBase, 
Killers Elite vs.Ballhandlers 
8:30 .. Them vs. Grasshoopars 
Playoffs. will start next week - watch for notices. 
WOMENS SOFTBALL 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 7 4: 15 .. Undecided for now vs. ~arriors 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
6:00 .. Dirty Dozen vs. 86ers 
Day canoe trip .. Concord River April 11 cost $3 Signups in SU 
Monday and Tuesday April-S and 6 .. leave BAM that Sunday 
Bicycle trip - April 24 and 25 to Miles Standis,h Park 
.. look for notices 
Martha's Vineyrd trip - May 1 and 2 this trip is free - anyone 
who went in the fall is only eligible to go if the 
trip does not fill people who have not been on 
it this year 
oston Red Sox game date to be announced 
Bike·race - coed - 11AM May 4 
DETAILS 
Track Meet - April 27 and 28 
LATER 
